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1.1 Before the beginning until the beginning
The first fossil record of unicellular prokaryotic life is laid down
approximately 3.5 billion years ago [1], followed by the last eukaryotic common
ancestor around 1-1.4 billion years ago [2]. Around 540 million years ago, just before
the start of the Cambrium, the earthly environment gradually changed from oxygen
poor to oxygen rich [3], during this time the first large, architecturally complex, soft
bodied life forms appeared [4,5,6].
During the Cambrian, most major phyla of modern animal life emerged, some
of which already resembled today’s life forms, including the early vertebrates
[7,8,9,10,11]. Whether this ‘explosion’ into more complex life forms was driven by an
environmental change, or whether it was merely a developmental saltation is still
under debate [12,13,14].
Early life on land started around 460 million years ago with terrestrial plants
that evolved from green algae, in the form of mosses around shallow waters, possibly
in symbiosis with the fungi [11]. The first arthropods followed nearly 450 million
years ago [15] and flying insects, for instance the first beetles, appeared 270 million
years ago [16]. Early primates and birds did not develop until 65 million years ago
[17,18], followed much later by the first hominid species of which the fossil record
was dated to about 7 million years ago [19,20] (Fig. 1.1).
The genus that includes modern humans, Homo, is thought to be about 2.32.4 million years old [21]. Homo sapiens came into existence 200,000 years ago,
whereas civilization has thought to have started around 10,000 years ago. It was
shortly after, on geological timescales that is, when man started to investigate its own
descent and the origin of other species.
1.2 The evolution
evolution of evolutionary thought
Until the 18th century the common conception in the western biological
thinking was that species are unalterable, that they are ordered in a hierarchical
ladder of life and need a soul to live. This notion came forth of Aristotles’ (384 BC –
322 BC) idea that organisms were arranged in a hierarchical scala naturae in which he
classified organisms on basis of their perfection, with man being most perfect.
During the Age of Enlightment, around 1650-1700, the dualistic philosophy
advocated by Descartes (1596 –1650) became more popular. He basically separated
the notion of body and soul in an organism; the body became a mechanic entity that
consists of many parts that each have their own function, much alike a machine.
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Figure 1. 1 Timeline of evolutionary development. From the first prokaryotes 3.5 billion years
ago to On the origin of species, written by Charles Darwin in 1859.

During this period the first naturalists, such as George Cuvier (1769-1832),
studied paleontology, in which they compared aspects of alive and extinct organisms.
In an article that he published around 1800 [22] he compared the skeleton remains of
an elephant and an extinct mammoth. He hereby demonstrated the extinction of
species, which was under heavy debate until then. Also the comparative anatomy the
naturalists administered, contributed to the increased awareness of the differences
between species in natural studies.
The advent of romanticism in the second part of the 18th century, in which the
study of nature and the cherishing of history became highly appreciated, together
with the deducting mentality of the Enlightment, led to the rise of many theories about
nature’s origin, from which the theory of evolution, as later written down in Darwin’s
On the orgin of species would become the most influential.
Erasmus Darwin (1731-1802), a then well known romantic poet, philosopher,
physician, naturalist, and Charles Darwin’s grandfather, published his first ideas on
evolution in Zoonomia, the laws of organic life (1794-1796) [23]. He writes: ‘Owing to
the imperfection of language the offspring is termed a new animal, but is in truth a
branch or elongation of the parent; since a part of the embryon-animal is, or was, a
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part of the parent; and therefore in strict language it cannot be said to be
entirely new at the time of its production; and therefore it may retain some of the
habits of the parent-system’. Here he thus introduced the concept of heritability and
changes in the offspring.
The other concept of the evolutionary theory, known today as natural
selection, by which populations change over time due to the variation between
populations and the influence of the environment [24], was in that same time
introduced by James Hutton (1726 – 1797), a geologist, in his book Investigation of
the principles of knowledge (1794) [25].
Shortly after, Jean-Baptiste Lamarck (1744-1829) published his Philosophie
zoologique in 1809 [26], in which he generalized the concept of evolution, as a gradual
change in the formation of new forms (Figure 1.2a). Thus at the start of the 19th
century the first principles of current evolutionary thinking had already been laid
down. What was missing was a mechanism by which natural selection, the impact of
the environment on a current population, and heredity, the inheritance of traits from
parents to their offspring, could be connected.
This connection came in 1859 by Charles Darwin’s On the origin of species
[27]. In this famous book he proposed the theory that populations contain heritable
variation that can be selected by natural selection depending on the environmental
circumstances (Fig 1.2b). The most important difference between Darwin’s and
Lamarck’s theory is that where Lamarck believed that the use of certain traits during
the lifetime of an organism determined whether they would be passed on to their
offspring, Darwin argued that there was inherited genetic variation for traits in the
population. Depending on the environment these genetic variants were more or less
beneficial or detrimental, which determined the reproductive success of a population.
The most fit, the best-adapted to a particular environment, produce the most offspring,
and their traits are passed on to future generations.
However, also for Darwin’s theory there was a fierce opposition, mostly to the
idea that all organisms, including humans, were subject to natural selection. The
notion that humans descended from apes aversed a crowd, that had not so much a
problem with accepting that other organisms had emerged by natural selection.
Thanks to Thomas Huxley’s (1825-1895) defense in the famous debate in 1860 in
Oxford his ideas found a wider acceptance.
Further, Darwin had not only to compete with different conceptions on the
origin of species at that time; he was forced to publish his ideas, due to the peer
pressure of Alfred Russel Wallace (1823-1913), who around the same time, also
developed his theory of evolution, which was very similar to Darwin’s.
They decided to present their work together for the Linnean Society in
London, in 1858.
12 | Introduction

Figure 1. 2 The First hypothetical evolutionary trees.
trees. a) Drawn by Lamarck, published
in his Philosophie zoologique [26]. b) Drawn by Darwin, in On the origin of species
[27].
Thus in the second half of the 19th century the time was ripe for evolutionary theories
about man’s and other species’ descent, but there were no experiments to test these
hypotheses, yet.

1.3 Testing evolutionary theoriestheories- the Modern Synthesis
The validation of these evolutionary hypotheses started with the work of
Gregor Mendel (1822-1884) which was published in 1866 [28]. His famous study
described the independent segregation of traits in garden peas in which ‘particular
factors’ were inherited from parents to their offspring. Although it did not gain much
attention then, in 1900 his work was re-discovered and it was married to the concept
of natural selection soon after 1930, which started the Modern Synthesis. The Modern
Evolutionary Synthesis, as it is also referred to, joins ideas from several biological
fields such as genetics, botany, paleontology, ecology and systematic, and describes
the then accepted ideas about the theory of evolution. The name was coined by Julian
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Huxley (the grandson of Thomas Huxley mentioned above) in his book Evolution: the
modern synthesis (1942)[29] .
In the run-up to the modern synthesis, the advent of population genetics was
an important step. Since the heredity ‘factors’ under selection were not identified yet,
it was under debate what these factors could be. Because the discrete ‘factors’ found
in Mendel’s experiments seemed to be in contradiction with the gradual evolution
proposed by Charles Darwin, the biometrics school under the lead of Karl Pearson
(1857- 1936) was in favor of continuous physical variation in populations, in contrast
to the discrete ‘Mendelian factors’.
In two important publications that Ronald Aylmer Fisher (1890-1962)
published in 1918 and 1930 [30,31], he introduced a genetic model that describes the
action of discrete genetic characters that can explain the continuous traits observed in
nature, on which natural selection could act, favoring the more beneficial alleles over
the detrimental ones in populations. John Burdon Sanderson Haldane (1892 –1964)
then worked out the effect of natural selection on the changes of these gene
frequencies in these populations in a series of ten papers called: A Mathematical
Theory of Natural and Artificial Selection published from 1924 to 1934. The third of
the three big theoretical population geneticists is Sewall Wright (1889 –1988). In
addition to various statistical contributions, he introduced a representation of the
relationships of genotype, phenotype and fitness as surfaces on a fitness landscape,
[32,33], which turned out to be a valuable metaphor for testing evolutionary scenarios.
Central figures in shaping the Modern Synthesis were the experimentalists
Theodosius Grigorievich Dobzhansky (1900–1975) and Ernst Walter Mayr (19042005). Theodosius Dobzhansky pioneered the genetic work with his experiments with
fruitflies, Drosphila melanogaster. Besides his famous phrase: ‘Nothing in biology
makes sense except in the light of evolution’ (the name of an essay he wrote in 1973)
he is renowned for his Genetics and the origin of species (1937)[34]. In this account
he validated, by experimental research, the theoretical arguments that genetic
changes in populations are an important factor in the evolutionary process. The work
boosted the interest in evolutionary studies enormously at that time [35].
Ernst Walter Mayr shed light on how species evolve, in his Systematics and
the Origin of Species (1942) [36]. He articulated the concept of biological species as
groups of organisms that can only breed among themselves, and attributed roles to
geography, ecology, and life history for their evolution. This was new then, and in
contrast to what Darwin’s title On the origins of species suggests, untouched terrain. It
should, however, be noted that Wallace had already mentioned that species were
separated from other species by ‘distinctive characters’ [37], but he had not
formalized it as completely as Mayr did later.
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The paleontologists were the first to recognize the concept of extinction of
species (see above- George Cuvier), but they were not too eager to accept the concept
of natural selection as the main mechanism of evolution. George Gaylord Simpson’s
(1902-1984) work contributed to their acceptance of this mechanism by publishing
his work Tempo and Mode in Evolution in 1944 [38] in which he combined the microevolutionary thinking at population level to the macro-evolutionary change of species,
as observed in fossil records. Note that all this progress is remarkable, given that the
nature of the genetic material was not yet elucidated!
1.4 The gene as the center of evolutionary thinking
The discovery of DNA as the inherited genetic material by Alfred Hershey and
Martha Chase in 1952 [39] and the resolution of the DNA crystal structure by James
Watson, Francis Crick [40] and Rosalind Franklin in 1953 evoked the development of
a gene-centric view of evolution, in which the gene, in contrast to the organism, is the
objective for natural selection to act on.
Interestingly already before these discoveries, the terms genotype, genetic
content, and phenotype, a type of trait or character, like for instance wing color in
moths, were coined by Johannsen in 1909 [41,42]. Also the relationship between
genes and proteins, in the one-gene-one-protein hypothesis was already proposed by
Beadle and Tatum in 1941 on mutants of the bread mold Neurospora crassa [43] and
although it later was found to be an oversimplification, it was a major step forward
for evolutionary thinking.
That the genotype could interact with the environment, such that
phenotypically plastic organisms could arise was already known for some time [44].
However whether this genotype by environment interaction was the direct
consequence of a character that was independent of trait means, and thus a separate
plasticity factor, or whether the organism’s response to the environment was the
consequence of a direct interaction with the distinct character, in the absence of
separate plasticity factors was unclear [44,45]. Scheiner and Lyman tested the
hypothesis “that plasticity is due to genes that determine the magnitude of response
to environmental effects which interact with genes that determine the average
expression of the character” [46,47,48], which they called the “epistasis model” [47].
Their results supported the model that the plasticity of a character is
determined by special plasticity factors. They described the effect of these factors as
overdominance, pleiotropy and epistasis. Epistasis appears when the effects of one
trait are modified by one or several other loci, which is in contrast to overdominance,
where several alleles act on the same trait. Pleoiotropy occurs when one allele or locus
affects multiple phenotypic traits. Note that in this thesis we use the definition of
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epistasis for the genetic background dependent effect of both alleles and loci on
phenotype or fitness, we thus do not discriminate between overdominance and
epistasis as described above.
The British Richard Dawkins (1942), now mainly a writer of popularscientific books, is a strong advocate of the gene-centric view of evolution, and
popularized this conception to the common public by his 1976 book The Selfish gene
(1976) [49]. His American opponent on this view was Stephan Jay Gould (1941-2002).
He believed that natural selection acts on combinations of genes, on their whole
genome, thus on organism level. In his book The wonderful life: The Burgess Shale and
the Nature of History (named after a geological formation in which many Cambrian
species are found), he furthermore claimed that the evolution of species is highly
unpredictable [7]. In contrast, Simon Conway Morris (1951), who actually worked as a
paleontologist on the fossils from this Burgess Shale, claims that evolution is
convergent and thus that the evolution of species is predictable, and subject to chance
processes [50]. These contradictions are not fully resolved until today.
1.5
1.5 The functional synthesis
The field of evolution and molecular biology became more and more
specialized in the 20th century, which led to a divergence of the fields. In the last
decade of the 20th century, it was time for re-marrying the fields investigating
evolution and the field of what had become molecular biology. Such that ‘today, the
reductionist culture of molecular biology is being fused with the historical realism of
evolutionary biology, creating a new functional synthesis’ as Anthony Dean and Joseph
Thornton put it in their review describing the current status of the field [51]. In this
field the techniques of evolutionary research, such as statistical measures of functions
and phylogenic analysis are combined with the tools of molecular biology or
biochemistry, for the (re-)construction of mutants, and the study of their functional
performance in vitro or in vivo. The key innovation of the field is that it can assess the
functional relationship between mutant genotypes and their corresponding
phenotype or fitness in an organism, without altering other aspects that affect
function, such as the environment or other changes of the genetic background, which
is virtually impossible ‘in the wild’. This can elucidate many questions that were
previously difficult to tackle such as how do mutations affect function, does the
functionality of mutants depend on their genetic background, and what is the effect of
both of these questions on the evolutionary progress?
An interesting example that Dean & Thornton mention in their review and
which addresses the former two questions, uses a combination of the techniques of
16 | Introduction

Figure 1. 3 Fitness landscapes from [56]. a) In a single peaked fitness landscape, the fitness peak
is selectively accessible. b) In a multipeaked fitness landscape evolution is constrained by
epistasis, such that evolving populations can undergo stasis at suboptimal peaks.

evolutionary biology, biochemistry and molecular biology is the reconstruction of the
ancestral opsin, a visual pigment found in the eye that is necessary for sight. Changes
in the amino acid residues in this protein alter the sensitivity to different wavelengths,
such that different colors of light can be perceived by different proteins. Phylogenetic
analysis has revealed that in rhodopsins, a special class of opsins used for dimlight
vision, an evolutionary change from green light sensitivity to blue light sensitivity was
brought about by only a few amino acid substitutions in the protein. By replacing the
‘new’ residues with the ‘old’, a change back in time and function was established by
Yokoyama and co-workers, such that the more recent version of the protein, with the
‘new’ key amino acids residues replaced by the ‘old’ was sensitive to green light again
[52,53,54].
This example beautifully demonstrates the elucidated relationship between
history and function by the combined usage of evolutionary, biochemical and
molecular biological techniques. However, it does not address the effect of the genetic
substitutions on adaptive trajectories, and thus the evolutionary progress. The fitness
landscape metaphor originally introduced by Wright in 1932 and since then heavily
discussed on a theoretical level [33,55,56,57,58,59] was found useful for the
attribution of this question and was therefore adopted by the functional synthesis.
1.6
1.6 Experiments on adaptive landscapes
There are a few ways in which the fitness landscape metaphor is used. One is
a description of the gene frequencies present in a population, which is mainly used in
theoretical studies. The other is the representation of genetic combinations and their
effect on phenotype or fitness, or phenotypic traits and their effect on fitness [59].
It is this last use of the fitness landscape metaphor that is used in the
functional synthesis. In this representation the combination of genetic substitutions
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Figure 1. 4 The wild type lac operon, regulated by the lac repressor LacI.
LacI LacI regulates the lac
operon by binding to the O1 and O2 or O3 operators, in the absence of inducer. In the presence
of inducer LacI is released and the operon is expressed. The downstream genes can be used for
the metabolism of lactose.

visualizes the accessibility of adaptive trajectories. When the fitness landscape is
single peaked, fitness increases monotonously with each mutational step until the
adaptive peak is reached (Figure 1.3a). However, when the adaptive landscape is
multipeaked, and therefore rugged, the global optimum might be constrained and the
adapting population might get stuck on a local sub-optimum (Figure 1.3b).
So far, the systematic mapping of mutational trajectories and their
relationship to phenotype or fitness has only yielded single peaked fitness landscapes
[60,61,62,63]. However, there have been indications for multipeaked landscapes,
which are underlain by multiple genetic interactions [64,65,66,67,68,69,70].
Interestingly, in a study that involved the mapping of 120 trajectories comprising five
mutations on a single peaked landscape towards a TEM β-lactamase with increased
cefotaxime resistance, not all genetic substitutions increased resistance [71]. The
presence of so-called sign-epistasis [63] was responsible for the fact that in certain
genetic backgrounds specific mutations were detrimental, whereas in other genetic
backgrounds, the same mutations conferred a resistance increase. Since in all genetic
backgrounds at least one mutation increased resistance, this landscape was single
peaked for this resistance function. On multipeaked landscapes, evolutionary
trajectories are underlain by genetic interactions that show reciprocal sign epistasis
[72] (Figure 1.3b), such that there are no direct adaptive paths from a low fitness
genotype to the genetic combination with the highest fitness. Recently Kvitek and
Sherlock [64] found in an experimental evolution study that the presence of specific
alleles of MTH1 and HXT6/HXT7 in yeast are mutually exclusive, which leads to a
valley in a reciprocal sign epistatic motif. Another study by de Visser et al. [70] found
such a mutual exclusivity for, for example, mutations that led to arginine and
pyrimidine deficiency. However, until now, there are no studies that show the
systematic mapping of a rugged fitness landscape.
These studies discussed before were all undertaken under constant
environments, but evolution mostly occurs in heterogeneous environments. To
understand the adaptive potential of populations in heterogeneous environments, it is
necessary to know the shape of fitness landscapes in variable environments.
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Figure 1. 5 The E. coli lac repressor binds to the operator DNA.
DNA a) The lac repressor is a dimer of
dimers. One dimer is the unit of binding to one operator DNA (pdb 1EFA). b) Two key amino
acid residues in the lac repressor protein and four base pairs in the operator DNA are
responsible for specific and tight operator-DNA binding (part of pdb 1LBG).

A recent experimental study that addressed the mapping of mutations of the
same TEM β-lactamase in two environments showed that alleles have a different
mutational effect in different environments [73], which gives the valuable insight that
evolution in variable environments cannot be extrapolated from a evolutionary
studies investigating a single environment. That adaptive landscapes can be used for
the detection of constraining motifs in evolution (this thesis), demonstrates that it is
more than a simple metaphor. It can contribute to our understanding of evolution,
which could ultimately lead to the predictions of the evolutionary potential of organic
systems (see chapter 4).
1.7
1.7 The lac repressorrepressor- a model system
In this thesis we use the lac repressor gene in the bacterium Escherichia coli
as a model system to study evolutionary questions. The lac repressor, LacI, has been
the model of gene regulation in bacteria since its discovery 50 years ago [74]. It
regulates the expression of three genes in one operon: lacZ, lacY and lacA (Figure 1.4),
which are involved in the metabolism of lactose.
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Its regulatory function can be separated in two functions in two environments:
binding to the operator DNA in the absence of lactose, thereby preventing the cost of
spurious protein expression [75,76]. In the presence of the inducer allo-lactose or
IPTG, the lac repressor releases the operator DNA, which leads to the expression of
the downstream genes, thereby allowing E. coli to use lactose for growth. This binding
and unbinding of the lac repressor to the DNA is mediated by an allosteric
conformational change of the protein, caused by the binding of the inducer to the
protein.
LacI is a homo-tetrameric protein, of which the dimer is the functional unit for
DNA binding (Figure 1.5a). The lac operon contains two operators, in addition to the
main operator O1 [77]. These two auxiliary operators, O2 and O3, together with the
main operator O1 are involved in looping of the DNA by the tetrameric LacI, which
results in a highly stable protein-DNA complex that prevents transcription from the
downstream genes in the operon [78,79].
LacI recognizes the operator DNA by the binding of amino acids of the second
helix in the N-terminal HTH-motif of the headpiece of LacI to base pairs in the major
groove of the operator DNA (Figure 1.5b) [80,81,82,83,84]. The combination of amino
acids in LacI, together with base pairs in the O1 operator are important for specificity
and affinity of binding.
Since the lac system responds to the environment and gene regulation by LacI
is well-studied, it is a perfect model system for experimental evolutionary studies in
multiple environments. In our studies we have only made changes in LacI, or LacI and
the O1 operator while keeping the other parts of the microbe in its original state (as
far as one can say this for a laboratory strain), by which we could observe the effect of
the isolated genetic changes in multiple environments on function (phenotype) and
fitness.
1.8
1.8 This thesis
This thesis contains six chapters, in which each chapter deals with a
particular part of the question revolving around the genetic background dependent
effect of mutations, epistasis, and the effect of mutations in variable environments on
evolution. Chapter 2 discusses the effect of genetic interactions on the evolutionary
accessibility of adaptive trajectories. The genetic background dependent effect of
mutations, epistasis, is recognized for its role in adaptive evolution. Due to novel
experimental methodologies it has been possible to experimentally determine
epistatic interactions, and their effect of phenotype and fitness. With these tools, long
standing questions in evolutionary biology can be discussed, such as the shape of
fitness landscapes, and the origins of robustness and modularity. In this chapter we
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have reviewed and discussed the literature that answers some of these long standing
issues, and we have posed some new questions.
Chapter 3 focuses on the constraints induced by epistatic interactions in an
empirical adaptive landscape. We used data from a previously reconstructed
genotype-phenotype landscape based on in vivo measurements of lac repressor and
operator mutants in E. coli. Interactions between two key amino acid residues in the
repressor, and four base pairs in the operator determined the genotype-phenotype
relation. We found this landscape to be multipeaked, all direct evolutionary
trajectories between peaks contained significant drops in phenotype, that form valleys
in the adaptive landscape. Consistent with earlier predictions, we found reciprocal
sign epistatic interactions in trajectories between the peaks to constrain the adaptive
progress.
Chapter 4 describes the evolution of the E. coli lac repressor to the predicted
optimum under two adverse environments. Based on measured tradeoffs in fitness of
the wild type lac repressor in two environments, we have reconstituted the
phenotype-fitness landscape. From this landscape we predicted that the optimal
adaptive phenotype in these environments would be functionally inversed. We show
that genetic constraints impact the trajectory to this functional inversion, but that
selection eventually determined the outcome.
Chapter 5 deals with the effect of variable environments on the accessibility
of adaptive genetic solutions. Previous studies have described constraints on adaptive
trajectories in terms of epistasis. Here, we describe the higher-order interactions
between genotype and environment, and their effect on the evolutionary accessibility
of adaptive trajectories. We use functionally inverse lac repressor mutants from
chapter 4, and their reconstructed adaptive intermediates as a case study.
Chapter 6 shows that adaptive solutions that are constrained in sequence
space can be reached with the aid of environmental perturbations. We have
reconstructed the genotype-phenotype landscapes spanning the sequence space
between two lac repressor variants. These variants differ by six mutations, two key
amino acid residues in the repressor and four base pairs in the operator. We have
assayed the genotype-phenotype landscape in two environments, and found the
landscape to be multipeaked in both environments. In addition, we found that all 720
trajectories, from the suboptimal variant to the optimum, contain tradeoffs. By
alternating the fixation of one mutation in one environment, by another mutation in
the other environment, temporal environmental perturbations allow a large number
of adaptive trajectories to walk over the multipeaked landscapes, until the global
optimum was reached.
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Chapter 2
Revealing evolutionary
pathways by fitness landscape
reconstruction
The concept of epistasis has since long been used to denote non-additive
fitness effects of genetic changes and has played a central role in understanding the
evolution of biological systems. Owing to an array of novel experimental
methodologies, it has become possible to experimentally determine epistatic
interactions as well as more elaborate genotype-fitness maps. These data have opened
up the investigation of a host of long-standing questions in evolutionary biology, such
as the ruggedness of fitness landscapes and the accessibility of mutational trajectories,
the evolution of sex, and the origin of robustness and modularity. Here we review this
recent and timely marriage between systems biology and evolutionary biology, which
holds the promise to understand evolutionary dynamics in a more mechanistic and
predictive manner.
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2.1 Introduction
Genomic sequencing has generated a wealth of information on the molecular
basis of organisms and their evolutionary relationships [85,86]. However, we remain
largely ignorant about the interactions between genes that are central to organismal
functions and phenotype [87]. Information on how phenotypes depend on these
interactions is not only relevant for understanding the architecture of cellular
functions [88,89,90] but also has profound implications for their evolutionary origin
[51,61,91,92].
The concept of epistasis provides an elementary description of genetic
interactions that are involved in function or fitness [33,93,94]. About 100 years ago,
William Bateson introduced this term to describe phenotypic deviations from
Mendelian segregation ratios due to genes masking the effects of others [95]. Broadly
defined, epistasis denotes cases in which the effect of a mutation depends on the
genetic background in which it occurs [96]. For instance, a mutation that is beneficial
in one genetic background can be neutral or deleterious in another. Epistasis has
played a central role in many evolutionary theories, including those that address
speciation [97], the evolution of sex [98,99,100,101,102] and adaptation
[32,96,103,104].
Owing to novel experimental approaches, epistatic interactions can now be
studied in an increasingly systematic manner. These efforts address a diverse array of
biological systems and scientific questions. Some have a predominantly functional
perspective, while others are motivated by evolutionary questions. In some cases the
focus is on epistatic interactions within a single gene (intra-genic epistasis), while
other studies consider larger networks of interacting genes (inter-genic epistasis).
The aim of this review is to sketch these recent developments, by giving a number of
illustrative examples of these diverse directions. In doing so, we hope to provide an
overview of the current possibilities and limitations, and to identify new questions
within this exciting new field.

2.2 IntraIntra-genic epistasis
The nature of the epistatic interactions within a biological system is
intrinsically linked to its evolutionary origin and potential. For instance in the absence
of epistatic interactions between loci, genetic changes at these loci contribute
independently to fitness (Fig. 2.1a). Note that for a Malthusian fitness parameter such
as the bacterial growth rate, independence implies that fitness effects are additive,
while when fitness is defined as the number of offspring, the individual contributions
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to fitness multiply. Starting from a sub-optimal phenotype, all adaptive trajectories
towards the optimum then rise monotonically in fitness. Consequently, these
trajectories are all equally probable to be followed during adaptation. In contrast,
when required genetic changes exhibit sign-epistatic interactions (Fig. 2.1a), some
trajectories contain fitness decreasing steps, making them much less probable, though
other trajectories do exhibit monotonously increasing fitness. We note that any type
of epistatic interaction (not only sign epistasis) will result in some difference in the
probabilities for different paths. Fitness landscapes are an intuitive concept to
consider multiple possible trajectories between two points, and in both previous cases
the landscape is smooth and singlepeaked. However, landscapes can also be rugged
and have more than one single fitness peak. Adapting from one peak to the other then
requires two or more simultaneous genetic changes, which is denoted as reciprocal
sign epistasis (Fig. 2.1a). What are the shapes of actual fitness landscapes? This
longstanding question is now starting to be addressed. Weinreich and colleagues
focused on the protein β-lactamase in Escherichia coli. One variant was known to
confer resistance to penicillin, while adding five mutations conferred resistance to the
newer antibiotic cefotaxime.
To gain insight in all possible mutational trajectories between these two
variants, all 25 = 32 possible intermediates were constructed and assayed on survival
ability in cefotaxime, which is taken as a measure of fitness. The data revealed that a
majority of the trajectories contained fitness decreasing or neutral steps, resulting in
much reduced chances of being followed by natural selection [71].
Sign-epistatic interactions underlie these landscape features. For example,
Gly238Ser in wild-type background increases the resistance, even though it increases
protein aggregation by lowering the thermodynamic stability. This loss of stability is
rescued by Met182Thr which alone modestly reduces resistance. Paths that fix
Gly238Ser before Met182Thr are therefore plausible, but the reverse order is not.
Such a balancing between functional and structural benefits is a more general
evolutionary mechanism [105,106] and provides a mechanistic rationale for sign
epistasis [51,96].
One may consider epistasis in fitness or at the functional level. The relation
between the two was investigated using isopropylmalate dehydrogenase (IMDH) as a
model system. IMDH is involved in biosynthesis of the amino acid leucine, and uses
the coenzyme nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+) as a hydride acceptor during
an oxidative decarboxylation. Upon six mutations IMDH exchanges this coenzyme for
another, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADP+) which is also used by
a highly divergent paralog isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH) [91].
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Figure 2. 1. Two classifications of epistatic interactions. a) Paths composed of two mutations
are considered, from an initial sequence “ab” towards the optimum sequence “AB”. When there
is no epistasis, mutation “a” to “A” yields the same fitness effect for different genetic
backgrounds (“b” or “B”), while for magnitude epistasis the fitness effect may differ in
magnitude, but not in sign. For sign epistasis, the sign of the fitness effect changes.
Consequently, some paths become inaccessible. Finally, such a change in sign of the fitness
effect can occur for both mutations; this is denoted as reciprocal sign epistasis, and is required
for having multiple peaks in the fitness landscape. b) Two types of epistasis that distinguish
possible interactions between two genes. Paths are considered from the initial optimal
sequence “ab” towards the double knockouts “AB”. If the fitness effect of the double knockout is
larger than expected from the sum of their individual effects is denoted as synergistic epistasis,
while a smaller than additive effect is termed as antagonistic epistasis.

The construction of a large number of IMDH intermediates, and analysis of their
enzymatic activity in vitro, showed a lack of epistasis: all investigated mutations
contributed roughly additively to the enzymatic activity. Thus, the genotype–
phenotype relation for IMDH coenzyme use is a single featureless peak [61].
Assays of the same mutants in vivo, in which the corresponding growth rates
were measured, yielded insight into the relation between genotype and fitness. Within
this landscape, many – but not all – mutational trajectories from NADP+ to NAD+
usage exhibited a fitness dip, which indicates sign epistasis. This introduction of
epistasis can be understood from the nonlinear relation between enzymatic activity
and growth rate, in combination with the competition between two coenzymes: the
fitness decreases when the recognition of NADP+ is broken down, and rises again
when NAD+ recognition is built up. However, because apparently some mutations
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exist that simultaneously decrease NADP+ interaction and increase NAD+ interaction,
monotonously increasing trajectories are also possible. Thus although the genotype–
phenotype map that depends on the functional activity of an enzyme can be free of
epistasis, the corresponding phenotype-fitness map can contain (sign) epistatic
features.
2.3 InterInter-genic epistasis
Epistatic interactions can occur between different genetic components when
they are functionally related within a network. An elementary example is the
recognition between a transcription factor and its binding site within a regulatory
region. Which types of epistasis underlie such a molecular recognition and which
landscape features they present, was investigated using the lac repressor and
operator as a model system [67]. Earlier mutational analysis had shown that two
repressor residues and four base-pairs in the operator were central to altering the
specificity of binding [83]. A large set of mutants with substitutions at these loci had
been assayed on their repression value, the ratio between repressed and unrepressed
expression of the controlled gene. This genotype–phenotype relation exhibited several
distinct peaks: optimal repressor–operator combinations whose paths between them
contained significant decreases in repression [67]. The existence of multiple peaks
cannot be explained by sign epistasis alone, but requires the more severe reciprocal
sign epistasis (Fig. 2.1a). An intuitive rationale for this type of epistasis is the
following: mutating one binding partner likely only benefits a new interaction if the
other binding partner is mutated first and vice versa. The alternative outcome, in
which optima are bridged by a “master key” repressor that binds to multiple
operators, was not observed in the data.
As the repressor–operator binding landscape contains many sub-optima, they
would seem to act as evolutionary traps that hamper adaptation to the global optima.
One phenomenon that may affect this outcome is the presence of duplicated genes and
their mutational divergence. E. coli contains several homologs of the lac repressor,
which regulate the expression of different operons independently and must therefore
have evolved specific repressor–operator recognition. Indeed, the promiscuous
binding of functionally unrelated transcription factors on the lac operator should
provide a selective pressure on binding specificity. This issue was investigated using
the lac genotype-repression landscape. It was found that for two identical repressor–
operator pairs, many mutational trajectories now did not exhibit decreases in fitness.
Mutations appeared to exist for which the obligatory decrease in repression for one
repressor was offset by a simultaneous decrease in the penalty for promiscuous
binding of the other repressor. Such compensations within biochemical networks are
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ubiquitously observed and may therefore be a more general adaptive evolution
mechanism [107]. These results also substantiate the suggestion that the robustness
of networks may promote evolvability [108,109].
Within the larger web of biological interactions, epistasis originates not only
by direct physical recognition, but also through their hidden functional relations.
Elena and colleagues explored this issue by creating random single and double
mutants in E. coli, using Tn10 transposition and P1vir transduction [110]. Epistasis is
absent if the fitness effect of the double mutant equals the sum of the fitness effects of
the single mutants. However, a larger than additive effect of the double mutant is
denoted as synergistic epistasis (Fig. 2.1b), while a smaller than additive effect
indicates antagonistic epistasis (Fig. 2.1b). The data showed that epistasis between
these random knockouts is not rare, and that antagonistic and synergistic interactions
occur almost at the same frequency [86,110]. This observation is also supported by
experimental studies from other organisms [111,112,113,114,115,116] and by
computational modeling [117,118].
The conservation of epistatic interactions across different organisms was
addressed by Tischler and colleagues. This study focused on synthetic lethal
interactions, a phenomenon in which two non-lethal mutations yield a lethal
phenotype when combined. A large number of synthetic lethal interactions between
genes are known for Saccharomyces cerevisiae, some of which have orthologous pairs
in Caenorhabditis elegans. These 837 pairs were assayed in C. elegans on fitness using
RNA interference (RNAi). It was found that a maximum of 5% of synthetic lethal
interactions are conserved between S. cerevisiae and C. elegans. This value is low
compared to the conservation of protein– protein interactions (31%) [119]. Thus,
surprisingly, even though the gene function between worm and yeast are conserved,
the epistatic interactions are not.
The aspect common to the above studies is that they assess epistasis through
measurement of fitness. As the molecular mechanisms that underlie fitness are often
poorly understood, inference of epistasis from fitness alone usually does not provide a
mechanistic explanation of epistasis. Epistasis can also be detected at lower levels of
organization, such as transcription, for which the underlying mechanisms are better
understood. One study focused on two glucose-adapted lines of E. coli [120] and the
ancestral line, as well as crp knockouts for each of these lines. crp is a key global
regulatory gene that itself was not altered in the glucose adaptation [121]. Deletion of
the crp gene appeared more detrimental to growth in the evolved strains compared to
the ancestor. The cause of this effect was found in the adapted expression profile: in
the ancestral strain, crp controls the expression of 171 genes whereas in the evolved
strains it controls an additional 115 genes that were not initially crp- dependent [122].
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This study highlights the importance of lower-level phenotypic characterization when
aiming to understand the mechanisms that underlie epistasis.
Epistasis is also thought to be related to the occurrence of sexual
recombination. In the 1980s, Kondrashov introduced the mutational deterministic
hypothesis, which states that the deleterious mutations that are combined during
recombination are purged from the population [98]. This scenario requires synergistic
epistasis, as it makes combined mutations more harmful than expected from their
individual effects. The relation between epistasis and sexual reproduction has been
investigated in a computational study of networks of transcriptional regulators as
found in Drosophila melanogaster [123,124]. Individuals who attained stable
expression patterns upon variation of their network interactions and selection were
considered viable, whereas individuals that failed to reach equilibrium were
considered not viable. The simulations showed that synergistic epistasis, and
accordingly mutational robustness, indeed increased within the network in a sexually
reproducing population while it did not in asexual populations. This effect is more
prominent especially if the population experiences a high mutation rate and there are
many genetic interactions. It remains to be seen whether these results in turn also
provide a rationale for the maintenance of sex despite its costs.
The relation between epistasis and modularity was addressed in a
computational study of S. cerevisiae metabolism. By deleting single and pairs of genes
in silico and computing the resulting growth rate using flux balance analysis, epistatic
interactions could be assessed. Between two functional modules, such as those
responsible for respiration and glycolysis, significant epistatic interactions were
observed. These epistatic interactions were either consistently synergistic or
consistently antagonistic. On the other hand, within a functional module both types of
epistasis were observed. These results point to a correlation between network
architecture and epistasis, and challenge the common notion that epistasis is stronger
within a functional module than between the modules [125,126].
In addition to epistatic interactions between genotypes, interactions between
genotype and environment are also common. In this case, the effect of a mutation
depends on the environment in which fitness is assayed and vice versa. To investigate
genotype by environment interactions, random insertion mutants of E. coli were
assayed in four different environments. It was found that about 40% of the insertions
yielded different fitness effects in the different environments, showing that genotype
by environment interactions are common [127].
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2.4 Conclusions and perspective
The studies reviewed here illustrate that epistasis plays a central role in a
broad array of systems, scientific questions and experimental methodologies. The
questions range from being predominantly functional, where epistasis is a powerful
tool to unravel functional relations between genes, to mainly evolutionary questions,
where epistasis provides a mechanistic explanation or even a prediction of adaptive
dynamics. Some research focuses on interactions between residues within a single
protein, while others consider the full regulatory networks underlying organismal
fitness. These diverse approaches have provided an intriguing insight into hidden
correlations within the design and evolutionary potential of biological systems.
However, the current approaches have considerable limitations and only
begin to scratch the surface of all relevant correlations. For instance, intra-genic
studies have so far only explored base-pair substitutions within restricted parts of
genotype space. One may argue that organisms can exploit genetic changes in other
regions to achieve the same functionality, thus making observed constraint and
epistasis irrelevant. However, phylogenetic analysis shows that evolutionary
transitions similar to several studied examples have in fact occurred in evolutionary
history. Larger scale genomic rearrangements such as recombination are also known
to play an essential role in the evolution of some functions. It would be of interest to
explore how recombination events as well as ploidity affect fitness landscapes and the
evolutionary trajectories within it. On the other hand, studies of epistasis within larger
networks do explore more distant interactions, but in return typically only consider
knockouts as the genetic change, and lethality as the response.
It would be fruitful to investigate more detailed changes, such as altered
expression levels or point mutations resulting in novel functionality, as well as more
quantitative fitness measurements.
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Chapter 3
Multiple peaks and reciprocal
sign epistasis in an empirically
determined genotype-phenotype
landscape
Insight into the ruggedness of adaptive landscapes is central to understanding
the mechanisms and constraints that shape the course of evolution. While empirical
data on adaptive landscapes remain scarce, a handful of recent investigations have
revealed genotype-phenotype and genotype-fitness landscapes that appeared smooth
and single peaked. Here, we used existing in vivo measurements on lac repressor and
operator mutants in Escherichia coli to reconstruct the genotype-phenotype map that
details the repression value of this regulatory system as a function of two key
repressor residues and four key operator base pairs. We found that this landscape is
multipeaked, harboring in total nineteen distinct optima. Analysis showed that all
direct evolutionary pathways between peaks involve significant dips in the repression
value. Consistent with earlier predictions, we found reciprocal sign epistatic
interactions at the repression minimum of the most favorable paths between two
peaks. These results suggest that the occurrence of multiple peaks and reciprocal
epistatic interactions may be a general feature in coevolving systems like the
repressor-operator pair studied here.
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It has long been recognized that the evolution of new functions is not only
determined by the external forces of natural selection, but also by diverse internal
limitations of the evolving biological system itself. Apart from the hard constraints
imposed by physical and chemical laws, the Darwinian process of repeated selection
of heritable changes can also give rise to adaptive limitations when some of the
genetic changes that are required to reach a more adapted genotype are not
unconditionally favorable. One of the most striking situations arises when no single
genetic change is favorable while combinations of multiple genetic changes are, as it
can lead to evolutionary stasis. This scenario can be seen as an entrapment in a local
optimum in a multipeaked adaptive landscape. While in recent years methodologies
have been developed to determine such adaptive landscapes empirically, the evidence
for the existence of multiple peaks have been rather scarce and indirect. Here we
analyze published experimental data on the expression regulation of mutants of the
lac repressor and operator. We report the presence of multiple peaks in repression, as
the key residues and base pairs for the binding specificity are varied in the
transcription factor and its target DNA binding site. Together with our finding, the
existence of multiple homologous repressor-operator pairs in Escherichia coli
indicates that evolution has been able to avoid the frustration associated with local
suboptima, and exploits the wide range of solutions available in the genetic space
despite the presence of genetic barriers.
3.1 Introduction
Determining the architecture of adaptive landscapes is central to
understanding the course of evolution. The stepwise adaptation of living systems to
new environments by natural selection results from the intricate relationships
between genotype and phenotype and between phenotype and fitness [65]. Ever since
Wright [33] introduced the metaphor of an adaptive landscape, its shape has been
hotly debated, but nonetheless remained essentially unknown due to insufficient
empirical data [58,61,63,65,93,96,128,129,130,131].
The architecture of adaptive landscapes is tightly related to the notion of
epistasis (Fig. 3.1) [33,132]. Epistasis provides a way to classify how elementary
genetic changes correlate in terms of their effect on phenotype and fitness. For
magnitude epistasis or in absence of epistasis, mutations give rise to either a positive
or a negative fitness or phenotypic effect, regardless of the genetic background (Fig.
3.1a, top). This results in adaptive landscapes that are smooth and single peaked (Fig.
3.1b, left). In the case of sign epistasis, the sign of the fitness or phenotypic effect of a
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mutation does depend on the genetic background (Fig. 3.1a, bottom left), such that
only a fraction of the total paths to the optimum are selectively accessible, i.e., contain
only steps that confer a performance increase. A third class of epistatic interactions is
that of reciprocal sign epistasis, in which two genetic changes are individually
deleterious but jointly advantageous (Fig. 1a, bottom right). It has been suggested that
reciprocal sign epistatic interactions play a central role to generate adaptive
landscapes with multiple distinct peaks (Fig. 3.1b, right) [96]. The occurrence of
multiple peaks can give rise to entrapment on local suboptima, which frustrates
adaptation to the global optimum.
Spurred by systematic laboratory reconstructions of the evolutionary
intermediates for a handful of well-characterized phenotypes, recent years have seen
a renewed interest in the structure of adaptive landscapes [61,71,96,131]. These
efforts have revealed the existence of sign epistatic interactions and single peaked
landscapes. Here we investigate the structure of the genotype-phenotype landscape
for the repression of the lac operon by the lac repressor and its operator. Using in vivo
measured data from Müller-Hill and co-workers [83], we have previously
reconstructed this landscape to investigate the divergence between two repressoroperator pairs [67]. Here, we aim to determine whether the repression value for a
single repressor and operator exhibits more than one distinct peak as a function of its
genotype.
In this effort, we developed a recursive algorithm to search for peaks within
the genotype space of the repressor-operator system. This analysis showed that the
genotype-phenotype landscape is multipeaked, encompassing in total 19 well-defined
optima. Our result contrasts with previous studies that showed single peaked
adaptive landscapes [61,71] which we suggest may be understood from the lock-key
architecture of the here studied system. This finding, together with the observation
that several repressor-operator pairs homologous to the lac system exist in
Escherichia coli, suggests that evolution is able to overcome the frustration of a
multipeaked landscape to exploit a wide diversity of interactions that are available in
the genetic space.
3.2 Description of the system
Recognition of DNA by proteins plays a central role in the regulation of
transcription in all organisms. The lactose operon of Escherichia coli serves as a key
biological system to study gene transcription regulation ever since Monod and Jacob
[74] discovered it.
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Figure 3. 1 Relationship between epistasis and landscape ruggedness.
a) Schematic representation of different classes of epistatic interactions between mutations at
two different genetic loci: a → A and b → B. In the absence of epistasis, mutation a → A yields the
same phenotypic or fitness effect in genetic backgrounds b or B and vice versa. With magnitude
epistasis, the phenotypic or fitness effect differs in magnitude depending on the genetic
background. For sign epistasis, the sign of the fitness effect depends on the genetic background;
as a result some paths are selectively inaccessible. In the case of reciprocal sign epistasis
mutations are individually deleterious but collectively advantageous. b) Continuous surfaces
that serve to illustrate ruggedness in fitness landscapes. The left panel shows a single peaked
surface where all the paths toward optimum are monotonously increasing in fitness. The left
panel shows a multipeaked surface. All paths from the suboptimal peak to the optimal peak
encounter a decrease in fitness.

Transcription regulation of this operon by binding of the lac repressor (LacI) to its
operator regions in the lac promoter (Fig. 3.2) is understood in great detail and
continues to be of great value in the study of gene regulation
[78,82,84,133,134,135,136,137,138,139,140]. LacI is a prototypic member of the large
GalR-LacI family of prokaryotic transcription factors, a group that has more than 1000
members [141,142]. Members of this family possess a conserved N-terminal DNA
binding domain, and a central highly versatile domain that, under the same scaffold,
functions as a binding pocket for different types of small signaling molecules and
promotes oligomerization of the complex by protein-protein interaction between the
monomers. Binding of a signaling molecule to the receiving pocket allosterically
regulates binding of the transcription factor to the target DNA sequence and thereby
modulates mRNA production from the promoter of the operon [142].
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Figure 3. 2 Description of the studied system.
a) Structures illustrating the molecular interactions between the key residues in the lac
repressor (yellow) and the key base pairs in the operator sequence (blue). The left panel shows
a wild-type E. coli repressor-operator system, where the side chain of the key residues 17 and
18 from the repressor forms hydrogen bonds (dotted gray lines) with bases 4 and 5 of the
symmetrical half operator. The left panel shows another repressor-operator pair. (b) Cartoon
representation of the above three-dimensional structure with downstream reporter gene lacZ
whose expression level is controlled by binding of the lac repressor (red) to the lac operator.
The left panel represents the same but for another pair with mutations in the repressor and the
operator (red crosses). (c) Representation of the data set. Genotype-phenotype map showing
repression values as a function of residues 17 and 18 and all 16 operator variants based on the
in vivo measurements. Low and high repression values are indicated by light and dark colors,
respectively.

The lac system of E. coli is well-suited to start addressing the structure of
adaptive landscapes for molecular interactions. Residues determining the specific
binding between the lac repressor and its operator have been identified and
circumscribed to only ten base pairs [84], reducing to a large extent the genotypic
search space: essentially, two key residues, Tyr-17 and Gln-18, from the recognition
helix of the lac repressor are responsible for specific recognition of key base pairs 4
and 5 (and symmetrically related base pairs) in the palindromic lac operator sequence
[143] altogether reducing the determinant factors to six base pairs for the codons of
residues 17 and 18 of the repressor, and four base pairs in the palindromic operator
(Fig. 3.2a). We note that other residues (e.g., Ser-21, Arg-22 of the recognition helix
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and base pair 6 of the operator) do have an effect on affinity, although less on
specificity. Müller-Hill and co-workers have measured in vivo the repression values of
repressor-operator pair variants obtained by extensive base pair substitutions at the
aforementioned ten key positions [83]. Repression values for repressor-operator pair
variants were determined as the ratio of repressed and unrepressed expression of a
downstream β-galactosidase (lacZ) reporter gene, as measured via a standard Miller
assay [144]. The measured data set covers 1286 out of a total of 6400 possible
homodimeric repressor palindromic operator variants (two amino acids and two
independent base pairs) [82,83,144]. From the measured data it has been observed
that mutations in the key residues of the repressor (residues 17 and 18) contribute
additively to the repression value, but the mutations in the key base pairs in the
operator (base pairs 4 and 5) do not.
Based on this observed additivity between the repressor residues, the
repression values for those mutants for which there were no measured data were
determined by interpolation [82,83]. Additionally, to obtain the complete mapping
between genotype and phenotype (i.e., repression Value), we have extended the data
set to also describe non-palindromic operators, which constitute necessary
intermediates for a step-by-step mutation process. To this aim, we have used the
observation that each monomer of the dimeric repressor contributes additively to the
binding energy with DNA [67,145]. Briefly, extrapolated repression values are
calculated according to the general Eq. 2 of Ref. [67], FO1O2 = 1 + √((FO1 – 1)*(FO2 –
1)).
For a palindromic operator, FO1O2=FO1=FO2, where FO(1/2) is the product of two
factors (one for each of the key residues) taken from Table 2 of Ref. [83]. FO1 and FO2
may also be unequal, thus yielding the repression value for a non-palindromic
operator. In total, our genotype data set consists of around 106 sequences (all
combinations of ten independent base pairs) of repressor-operator variants,
constituted of homodimeric repressors and palindromic or non-palindromic
operators (Fig. 3. 2).
3.3 Algorithm
To find local repression optima in the genetic space of the repressor-operator
pairs, the repression value of each point in the space is compared with the repression
values of its nearest (single point mutation distant) neighbors. If at least one neighbor
has a better repression value, then the point is not an optimum. If all the neighbors
have lower repression values, then the point is an optimum. However, it might be that
while none of the neighbors have a higher repression value, not all of them have lower
repression values—that is, there might exist neutral neighbors. This does not
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necessarily mean that both the assessed point and the neutral neighbors are not
optima; on the contrary, they might all together constitute an optimum plateau.
Therefore, during the assessment process of each point of the genetic space,
each time a neutral neighbor is found a recursive procedure is started to determine (i)
the extent of the associated neutral region and (ii) to test each point of the neutral
region for optimality before concluding about the optimality of the entire region—i.e.,
if one of the points of the neutral region has a neighbor not in the neutral region and
with a higher repression value, then the region is not an optimum. At the end of the
procedure, each point of the genotype map is defined either as “nonoptimum” or as
“optimum-j,” where j is an integer number that differentiates each distinct and
independent local optimum, and that is the same for all neutral points of an optimum
plateau.
3.4 Results
We have reconstructed the genotype-phenotype landscape detailing the
repression values (defined as the ratio of unrepressed and repressed expression
levels of the downstream lacZ gene) for variants of the lac repressor-operator system,
and analyzed the ruggedness of the landscape. The genotype space contains about 106
variants, covering all possible combinations of mutations in the repressor and the
operator, at the positions known to determine their binding specificity (i.e., base pairs
4, 5, and symmetrically positioned base pairs 4’ and 5’ in the operator, as well as base
pairs coding for residues 17 and 18 in the recognition helix of the lac repressor [84]
(Fig. 3.2)). A particular operator-repressor variant of the explored genotype space is
represented by the sequence at the four key positions in the operator (respectively
base pairs 5, 4, 4’, and 5’ see Fig. 3.2), followed by symbols of the amino acids present
respectively at residues 17 and 18 of the LacI protein. Thereby, the wild-type
genotype would for instance be designated tgcaYQ. The algorithm described above
was used to search for peaks in repression values throughout the entire delineated
genotype space. This analysis revealed 19 distinct peaks, i.e., areas of high repression
values within the genotype space, isolated from each other by genotypes of strictly
lower repression levels. Table 3.1 lists the genotypes and associated repression values
of the 19 peaks of the landscape.
To quantify the distinctness of the peaks, we analyzed their relative distance
and the decreases in repression values along the paths between them. On average two
peaks are separated by a Hamming distance of six mutations, with Hamming distances
ranging between two and nine mutations.
Note that a specific situation occurs in the case of serine which is encoded by
two independent groups of codons separated by two mutations. This results in the
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existence of distinct peaks when this amino acid is present in the repressor. For
simplicity, we have not distinguished these peaks in Table 3.1. Next, we looked more
closely at the paths between two peaks separated by the average Hamming distance
(six mutations). In particular, we considered the peaks atgcPK and tgcaSQ
(respectively, peaks 9 and 3 in Table 3.1). These two peaks have repression values of
200 and 325, respectively. The peak tgcaSQ is the optimum that is closest to the
wildtype sequence tgcaYQ. Note that for simplicity we have excluded the cases of
reverse mutations and restricted our analysis to direct paths between the peaks.
For a Hamming distance of h between two peaks, one can follow h! different
direct paths. Figure 3.3 presents the histogram of the smallest repression values
encountered along each of the 6! =720 paths going from peaks acgtPK to tgcaSQ. The
vast majority of paths (>600) decreases down to repression values of 2 or less, which
represents more than a 100-fold reduction in repression. The 12 most optimal paths,
i.e., the paths that involve the least drastic dips, still decrease down to repression
values of around 20. Thus, to evolve from one peak to the other, the system has to
overcome a loss of at least tenfold in repression. A number of typical paths are
illustrated in Fig. 3.4, where the respective mutations and repression values at each
step are indicated. In this graph, path 1 is one of the least likely paths, exhibiting a
200-fold drop in repression value at step 3 where the repression decreases to a value
of 1. In this path, the operator is mutated first, resulting in disruption of its
palindromic symmetry, and decreasing the repression value to about 80. At the
second and third steps, the operator experiences additional mutations that bring it
closer to the final sequence, although still maintaining the sequence asymmetry
initially introduced. Ultimately, the repression shrinks to 1 at the third step.
Subsequently, in steps 4 and 5 two mutations occur in the repressor. The first of these
mutations, lysine (L) to glutamine (K), compensates for the mutations in the operator
and restores the repression level to about 100, while the second mutation in the
repressor, a proline (P) to serine (S) transition, is almost neutral. Finally, the last a to
t mutation from step 6 restores the symmetry of the operator, bringing the repression
value to 350 at the tgcaSQ peak. A close alternative to path 1 would be path 2, where
all mutation steps are the same as in path 1 except for a permutation of the mutations
occurring at steps 3 and 4, affecting respectively the operator and the repressor (see
Fig. 3.4b, paths 1 and 2, outlined steps). With this new mutation order, instead of a
decrease at step 3 followed by a restoration of the repression level at step 4, now both
mutations (K to Q at steps 3 and g to c at step 4) increase the repression level, thus
making this path more favorable.
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Figure 3. 3 Histogram of the minimal repression values along direct paths between peaks acgtPK
and tgcaSQ. Dotted lines indicate the repression levels at the beginning and at the end of the
mutational path (repression values of 200 and 350 for genotypes acgtPK and tgcaSQ,
respectively).

These two alternative paths show that the g to c mutation in the second half of the
operator with the K or Q amino acid in the second key residue of the repressor exhibit
a sign epistatic interaction. The repression level then stays almost constant during the
next two mutation steps that occur in the operator.
The most likely path between optima acgtPK and tgcaSQ is path 3 depicted in
Fig. 3.4, which exhibits the smallest dip among all possible paths. Here, the first
mutation occurs in the repressor with the transition from P to S, which brings the
repression level to about 100. The repression level then stays almost constant during
the next two mutation steps that occur in the operator. Interestingly, in this pathway
the palindromic symmetry, initially broken by the a to t mutation in the operator
sequence at step 2, is immediately restored at step 3 with a t to a mutation in the
second half of the operator. The following mutation is the K to Q transition in the
repressor at step 4, which reduces the repression level to 20. This is the lowest
repression level along this path, constituting a tenfold drop relative to the initial
repression value at the peak. The repression level is then progressively restored as
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Table 3. 1 Genotypes and repression values for the nineteen independent peaks in the phenotype
landscape of lac operatoroperator-repressor pair variants. Non-palindromic operators are indicated by
their two equivalent reverse-complement sequences.

the two remaining symmetric g and c key bases of the operator mutate, respectively,
to c and g to give the final palindromic operator.
In fact, path 3 belongs to a group of 12 best paths that are essentially
equivalent. Indeed, due to the sequence symmetry of the operator, mutations of base
pairs 5 and 5’ at steps 2 and 3 can occur indistinctively in the reverse order, as well as
mutations at base pairs 4’ and 4 at step 5. Additionally, the P to S transition at step 1
can occur at step 2 or 3 with only a negligible decrease in repression values at some
steps along the respective paths. Combining all these possible permutations produces
a group of 12 paths, all having the same shape as path 3 with their minima in
repression level at step 4.
The best alternative path to path 3, apart from the 12 aforementioned paths,
is path 4, which differs only in the order of the mutations leading to, and following, the
deepest drop in repression value at step 4. Permuting the order of these mutations—
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that is, the K to Q transition in the repressor protein and the first c to g mutation in the
operator (Fig. 3.4b, outlined steps) -results only in a deeper global dip in repression
value at step 4 compared to path 3. Similar to paths 1 and 2, paths 3 and 4 also show
that the effect of the g to c mutation in position 4’ can change sign, depending on
residue 18 of the operator (K or Q). Additionally, however, the effect of this K to Q
mutation now also changes sign depending on the position 4’ of the operator (g or c).
Thus, the two mutations exhibit a reciprocal sign epistatic interaction (Fig. 3.1a).
Reciprocal sign epistasis occurs when two mutations are individually
deleterious but jointly result in a positive effect (Fig. 3.1a). Such a situation captures,
at the level of individual mutation steps, the constraints created by a multipeaked
landscape. Our analysis of paths 3 and 4 shows that the choice between alternative
best paths between two peaks reduces to a choice between two routes in a reciprocal
sign epistasis pattern that is located where these paths encounter their deepest drop
in repression values. In other words, the lowest point in the optimal path between two
peaks results from a reciprocal sign epistasis interaction. This observation illustrates
that reciprocal sign epistatic interactions stand at key locations of a multipeaked
landscape, and is in line with a theoretical investigation of ours, which indicates that
reciprocal sign epistasis is an essential ingredient for the existence of multiple peaks
[146].
From Table 3.1, we can also identify several peaks that are in close proximity
to each other, being separated by a Hamming distance of only two. Three different
situations can be discerned among the 13 cases. First, two different peaks can have
the same repressor, while their operators differ by two mutations. This is for instance
the case for peaks 6 and 11 or 13 and 14. The opposite situation also exists, where
several peaks share the same operator sequence but the associated repressors differ
by two mutations. This holds, for instance, for peaks 1, 3, and 17. The intermediate
situation, where each of the operator and repressor variants differs by only one
mutation between two peaks, also exists. This special case is encountered between
peaks 11 and 13, both carrying a non-palindromic operator.
Examination of the direct paths between these proximal peaks reveals an
interesting pattern. When two peaks differ only by their operators or by one mutation
in the repressor and one in the operator (which is the case only between peaks 11 and
13), they are only weakly separated, with the minimal dip among the different paths
being less than a factor of 2. Notably, when two proximal peaks differ by their
operators, at least one of them is non-palindromic. Thus, we do not observe two
proximal peaks that differ only by their operators with both of them being
palindromic. This observation might explain why those peaks are only weakly
separated.
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Figure 3. 4 Examples of direct evolutionary paths between peaks acgtPK and tgcaSQ.
a) Repression values of the intermediate mutants along each path. b) Intermediate sequences
along the mutational paths. Mutations are underlined. Steps exhibiting epistatic interactions are
outlined.

In contrast, when two proximal peaks differ only by their repressor sequence,
which occurs in half of the cases of proximal peaks, the minimum drop in repression is
larger than a factor of 5, or even a factor of 10 or 100 in three of the cases (between
peaks 1 and 3, 3 and 17, and 8 and 15). The sole exception concerns the paths
between peaks 16 and 19, for which the minimal drop in repression is small (i.e., less
than a factor of 2). Therefore, while some peaks are close to each other in sequence
space, they can still be separated by genotypes having substantial reduced repression
values.
Note that due to the degeneracy of the genetic code, there exist silent
mutations for most of the codons of the amino acids. Therefore, all peaks in the
landscape form in fact a small plateau of neutral variants (see, however, Kimchi-
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Sarfaty et al. [147] for an example of phenotypic effect due to “silent” mutations). The
presence of neutral variants at the peaks results in the existence of parallel identical
groups of paths between peaks. For instance, for the acgtPK to tgcaSQ transition
depicted in Fig. 3.4, because P and S can be encoded, respectively, by the triplet ccn
and ucn (where n can be any base), and K and Q, respectively, by the triplets aar and
car (where r can be either a or g), there are in fact six identical “channels” of direct
paths to go from one peak to the other (one channel for each combination of
sequences at n and r). Each of these channels is therefore constituted of the same
group of 720 paths described previously, differing only by the base sequence at
positions n and r in the codons. For example, in the paths of Fig. 3.4, n and r have been
arbitrarily chosen to be c and a—although this choice is not apparent and could have
been different without altering the result. Since these channels are independent from
each other, the validity of our previous discussion on epistasis and constraints is
unaltered.
Interestingly, several of the peaks in the genotype-phenotype map of the lac
repressor-operator occur for non-palindromic operator sequences (see Table 3.1).
Considering the symmetry constraint imposed by the homodimeric repressor protein,
this finding might seem counterintuitive as for the given repressor sequence, one
would expect to find a better optimum with a symmetrized palindromic operator.
Closer inspection reveals that all the non-palindromic optima we have found need
more than just one mutation for their operator sequence to become palindromic,
making them just sufficiently isolated to constitute local optima (see Table 3.1).
Furthermore, these non-palindromic optima are not global optima and their
symmetrized versions always have a higher or at least equal repression value, thereby
forming higher or equivalent peaks unless they are themselves buried into another
higher peak.
3.5 Discussion
In recent years a number of adaptive landscapes have been determined
empirically through the genetic reconstruction of neighboring genotypes. These
efforts have identified sign epistatic interactions, either at the genotype-phenotype
level [61] or at the genotype-fitness level [71], thereby showing that paths can be
selectively inaccessible (Fig. 3.1b). Nevertheless, some paths to the global optimum
remained selectively accessible, indicating that the landscapes were single peaked.
[61,71] Here we report the presence of multiple peaks in the landscape detailing the
repression value of the lac regulation system as a function of key operator base pairs
and repressor residues. The peaks are distinct: they consist of repressor-operator
pairs capable of high repression values, which are surrounded by genotypic variants
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of lower repression levels. Our assumption of complete additivity between mutations
in the key residues of the repressor might lead to an underestimate of the ruggedness
of the landscape. Relaxing this assumption would only lead to a more rugged
landscape. However, despite this assumption, distinct peaks are identified in the
genotype-phenotype space.
A rationale for the existence of multiple peaks in the case of the lac regulatory
system can be found by considering the analogy between the operator-repressor
interaction and a key fitting a lock. Forming a new lock and matching key by stepwise
mutations presents a dilemma: mutating the key first is not viable because it does not
fit the old lock, and vice versa. This dilemma can arise for a recognition function
between two components that can change both, in contrast, for instance, with an
enzymatic reaction, where only one component changes by evolution. However, it is
not a necessary consequence. The dilemma can in principle be resolved by the
molecular equivalent of a master key: an intermediate transcription factor that is able
to bind intermediate operator sequences, thus bridging two peaks [96]. Our study
shows that such a master key does not exist for the lac repressor-operator system.
A multipeaked landscape reflects the widespread presence of epistatic
interactions across the genotypic space. Indeed, among the mutations that bring the
system to an optimum, there must necessarily be some that have a decreasing effect if
introduced from another optimum. Otherwise the system would be single peaked. In
other words, some of the mutations in one binding partner will only be beneficial
when the other partner has already been modified, and vice versa. The requirement of
such a reciprocal sign-epistatic interaction for multipeaked landscapes, which can also
be theoretically addressed in a more rigorous manner [146], is supported by our
analysis: as predicted, such interactions appeared present along paths exhibiting the
highest minimum.
It has frequently been recognized that a multipeaked landscape can constrain
a stepwise Darwinian evolution process by trapping the evolving population in local
suboptima—i.e., peaks lower than the global optima. Given the existing diversity of
recognition within the GalR-LacI family of transcription factors [148], the results
suggest that evolution has been able to overcome entrapment on suboptimal peaks.
Different scenarios may be considered for escaping suboptima. First, certain
environments may free the system from a selective pressure temporarily, allowing
new recognitions to be achieved through neutral drift. Alternatively, the participation
of the system within a larger network of interacting components may alleviate the
constraints. For instance, a duplication event may allow one of the duplicate
repressors to compensate repression-decreasing mutations in the diverging copy [67].
One might also hypothesize the existence of hidden paths, involving substitutions
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beyond the key residues. However, this implies longer paths in an expanded genotypic
space, which also occurs at the expense of reduced probability [149].
Finally, we also would like to discuss the limitations of our approach. First,
our analysis is based on phenotypic rather than fitness data. In order to address the
evolutionary dynamics in a quantitative manner, the relation between repression
characteristics and fitness should be determined, which also involves the nature of the
environmental changes. Second, not all evolutionary intermediates have been directly
characterized, but rather have been interpolated using the assumption that the two
residues contribute additively to the repression value. While this assumption does not
change our main conclusion that the lac repressor-operator system exhibits a
multipeaked landscape, it will be of interest to reconstruct all intermediates between
two peaks.
Specific molecular interactions are ubiquitous in biological systems and
essential to their complexity and their ability to survive. One may therefore expect
that multiple peaks in phenotype and fitness, as well as the underlying reciprocal sign
epistatic interactions, be equally pervasive. It will be intriguing to explore how these
elementary interactions shape the course of evolution of more elaborate biological
functions.
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Chapter 4
Tradeoffs and optimality in
the evolution of gene regulation
Cellular regulation is believed to evolve in response to environmental
variability. However, this has been difficult to test directly. Here, we show that a gene
regulation system evolves to the optimal regulatory response when challenged with
variable environments. We engineered a genetic module subject to regulation by the
lac repressor (LacI) in Escherichia coli, whose expression is beneficial in one
environmental condition and detrimental in another. Measured tradeoffs in fitness
between environments predict the competition between regulatory phenotypes. We
show that regulatory evolution in adverse environments is delayed at specific
boundaries in the phenotype space of the regulatory LacI protein. Once this constraint
is relieved by mutation, adaptation proceeds toward the optimum, yielding LacI with
an altered allosteric mechanism that enables an opposite response to its regulatory
ligand IPTG. Our results indicate that regulatory evolution can be understood in terms
of tradeoff optimization theory.
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4. 1 Introduction
Introduction
The capability to regulate behavior and physiological state in response to the
environment is a fundamental property of all living systems. How novel regulatory
phenotypes emerge and adapt in populations challenged by the conflicting demands of
variable environments has long fascinated biologists [150,151,152]. The general
prediction from theory is that regulatory responses are favored to evolve when the
selective environment fluctuates more slowly than the typical timescale of responses
[151,153]. However, the outcome of evolution in variable environments may depend
on various unknown factors, such as constraints of physical, biochemical, and genetic
origin [154]; the competition between different regulatory phenotypes [155]; and the
precise strength and direction of selection on regulation [151,153,156]. Therefore,
even though experiments have shown that regulation can be beneficial [151] and can
be altered by phenotypic screening [153], most experimental work on the evolution of
regulation by mutation and natural selection has remained indecisive and difficult to
explain in terms of the causal selective forces and constraint [157].
Conceptually, addressing this issue is straightforward. Selection at the
phenotypic level can be revealed by quantifying the dependence of fitness on the
relevant phenotypic parameters [61,71,96]. Constraints may be identified by
experimental evolution: an evolutionary response according to selection indicates
adaptation, whereas conversely, a lack of such a response points to a constraint [92].
In practice, however, it is nontrivial to determine the relation between regulation and
fitness. The overall growth rates of two known Escherichia coli regulatory mutants
have been measured in a variable environment [158], but our limited insight into the
genetic basis of regulatory changes hampers extending this approach to systematically
assay the full range of possible regulatory responses.
To overcome these obstacles, we have developed a synthetic approach.
Synthetic systems [159] can be engineered to contain the two core elements of
regulatory evolution: a cellular phenotype that confers a benefit in one environment
and a burden in another and a regulation system that senses the environment and
modulates the phenotype. By designing a sensed environmental cue that can be varied
separately from the environmental factor that confers the burden or benefit, one can
quantify the relation between expression regulation and fitness, prior to adaptation
and without the need for a comprehensive library of regulatory mutants. Using this
approach, we present a case study of optimality in evolution in variable environments
throughout the various levels of biological organization, from the environment down
to molecular mechanisms and genotype.
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4.2 Experimental system and fitness in constant environments
To quantify the selective forces and evolutionary change of regulation in
variable environments, we constructed an experimental system in E. coli consisting of
two genetic modules (Fig. 4.1a and 4.1b). The first module comprises an operon that
harbors the sacB and cmR genes, which affect the growth rate, as well as the lacZα
gene, which is used to quantify the operon expression level E. E is controlled by the lac
repressor, LacI, which constitutes the regulatory module. The system as constructed
(termed WT hereafter) responds to increasing concentrations of the environmental
cue isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) by increasing E.
In media containing sucrose, expression of the operon by induction with IPTG
leads to a reduced growth rate (Fig. 4.1c and Fig. 4.6-materials and methods), as
determined by monitoring the optical density of growing populations. Before
inoculation in the sucrose media, the cells were grown without sucrose but with the
IPTG concentration of interest in order to achieve the steady-state expression levels.
The observed negative effect on growth rate is due to the sucrose-polymerizing
activity of levansucrase encoded by sacB, which leads to the accumulation of large
polysaccharide chains that interfere with cell wall formation [160]. At the highest
levels of operon expression, we observed negative growth rates. The corresponding
decrease in the number of viable cells was quantified using competition and plating
assays (materials and methods). We note that the cells lack the genes to metabolize
sucrose and use it as a carbon and energy source. Thus, sucrose-containing media
confer a selective pressure to decrease operon expression.
For media that contain the antibiotic chloramphenicol (Cm), the growth rate
is suppressed at low operon expression levels (Fig. 4.1d and Fig. 4.6a-materials and
methods). When operon expression is increased by induction, the growth rate is
progressively restored. This beneficial effect of operon expression is due to the
inactivation of the antibiotic by the CmR gene product. Cm media thus confer a
selective pressure to increase expression. Increasing the Cm or sucrose
concentrations predominantly shifts the point of half-maximum growth along the
expression axis and does not significantly affect the maximum growth rate. We find
that the growth expression data in sucrose and in Cm media are well-described by the
functions Fsucrose(E) and FCm(E), which are based on a simple model of the underlying
reaction kinetics (materials and methods).
4.3 Tradeoffs for fixed expression phenotypes in variable environments
Environments that vary in time between sucrose and Cm result in fluctuating
demands on operon expression. The simplest phenotype is one that exhibits a single
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Figure 4. 1 Phenotype and fitness characterization
a) Schematic of the synthetic operon and regulation system. b) Functional system representation.
F(E,S) describes the dependence of fitness (growth rate) on operon expression and
concentration of selective agent (sucrose or Cm). E(I) is the dependence of expression on the
concentration of the environmental cue IPTG. c) Measured F(E,S) relations for sucrose media.
Sucrose concentrations (w/v): 0.15% (red), 0.25% (black), and 0.40% (blue). Error bars are
standard errors (n = 3). (Closed symbols) Expression and fitness values as achieved by IPTG
induction. (Open symbols) Data obtained by competition assays (materials and methods).
Expression standard error is smaller than the symbol size. d) Measured F(E,S) relations for Cm
media. Cm concentrations: 25 µg/ml (red), 40 µg/ml (black), and 80 µg/ml (blue). Curves in c)
and d) are fits to a growth model (materials and methods). See also Figure 4.6 (materials and
methods).

fixed expression level in both the sucrose and the Cm environment (Fig. 4.2a).
Variable environments confront such unregulated phenotypes with a tradeoff: high
fitness in sucrose media—resulting from low operon expression levels—will be at the
expense of low fitness in Cm media. Conversely, high fitness in Cm media—due to high
expression levels—will entail low fitness in sucrose media. To gain insight into the
optimization of the total fitness of fixed expression phenotypes in sucrose-Cm variable
environments, we plotted Fsucrose(E) versus FCm(E) for a range of E (Fig. 4.2b). We find
that, for the lower Cm and sucrose concentrations, this so-called tradeoff curve (Fig.
4.2b, red line) is concave and bulges outward toward optimal growth in both
environments (Fig. 4.2b, cross), whereas for the high concentrations, it is convex and
bulges inward away from optimal growth (Fig. 4.2b, blue line).
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Figure 4. 2 Tradeoffs for fixed expression phenotypes in variable environments.
a) Variation of environmental and system parameters. Here, sucrose alternates with Cm, and the
operon expression level E is constant across both environments, whereas the growth rate F
may vary.
b) Tradeoff curves in sucrose-Cm variable environments for different sucrose and Cm
concentrations. For any E, the resulting growth rate in Cm FCm(E) (Figure 4. 1d) is plotted
against the growth rate in sucrose Fsucrose(E) (Figure 4.1c). (Red line) 0.15% sucrose, 25 µg/ml
Cm. (Black line) 0.25% sucrose and 40 µg/ml Cm. (Blue line) 0.40% sucrose and 80 µg/ml Cm.
The cross indicates the optimal growth in both environments at low sucrose and Cm
concentrations (red line). The diagonal isoclines indicate equal overall growth rate Ftot =
(Fsucrose(E)+FCm(E))/2 when alternating between sucrose and Cm for equal periods of time.
Error bars are standard errors (n=3).
c) Schematic diagram illustrating the origin of the switch from concave to convex tradeoff
curves, as observed in b). The lines represent the expression growth relations F(E) for sucrose
(solid lines) and for Cm (dashed lines). Red indicates lower concentrations of sucrose and Cm,
and blue indicates higher concentrations. At fixed medium expression E, the red curves show a
near optimal growth in both environments resulting in a tradeoff curve that bulges outward. For
the blue growth conditions, such a condition does not exist. Here, the highest fitness is attained
by phenotypes with a fixed high or low expression.

Shapes of tradeoff curves and their consequences for selection have been
extensively analyzed on a theoretical level. As pointed out by Levins, who originally
introduced the idea in the 1960s (Levins, 1968), concave tradeoff curves favor
intermediate expression phenotypes that do averagely well in both environments,
whereas convex tradeoff curves favor extreme expression phenotypes that perform
well just in one environment (Fig. 4.2c). In our study, these contrasting cases depend
on the Cm and sucrose concentrations that may be viewed as the amplitude of the
environmental variations. The observed change in convexity is a direct consequence
of the nonlinear biochemical processes that underlie growth and may well be a
general feature of fitness tradeoffs in biological systems.
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4.4 Fitness of regulated phenotypes in variable environments
Regulated phenotypes, which can sense changes in the environment and
respond by adjusting their expression, can escape from tradeoff curves for
unregulated phenotypes (Fig. 4.2c) and acquire higher fitness. When Cm is
supplemented with the cue IPTG (1 mM; see Fig. 4.3a), the WT phenotype in fact
exhibits a nearly optimal response: with IPTG, the high expression level E1 is favorable
in Cm, whereas without IPTG, the resulting low expression level E0 is favorable in
sucrose. As observed in the previous section, however, the best unregulated
phenotypes perform almost as well for the lower Cm and sucrose concentrations due
to the concave tradeoff curve (Fig. 4.2b, red line). The resulting limited advantage of
regulation is not caused by weak selection in each medium separately, as evidenced by
the large growth rate differences (Fig. 4.1c and 4.1d, red curves) but, rather, by the
precise shape of the growth expression curves Fsucrose(E) and FCm(E). For higher
sucrose and Cm concentrations though, the tradeoff curve becomes convex (Fig. 4.2b,
blue curve), thus lowering the maximally attainable fitness for unregulated
phenotypes and consequently increasing the selective advantage of regulated
phenotypes.
To compare the performance of different phenotypes systematically, we
consider their overall growth rate in variable environments as a function of E0, the
expression level in the environment without IPTG (and with sucrose), and P = E1/E0,
the fold change in expression when switching to the environment with 1 mM IPTG
(and with Cm). The separate growth rates in the sucrose and Cm media are then found
by substituting the value for E0 in the function Fsucrose(E) and E1 in FCm(E) (Fig. 4.1c
and 1d).
We determine the overall growth rate, Ftot, as the arithmetic mean of the
separate growth rates weighted by the fraction of time spent in each environment. We
use the arithmetic mean (as opposed to the geometric mean) of the local growth rates
because growth rates—unlike the number of offspring—are Malthusian fitness
parameters [161]. In Fig. 4.3b, we plot Ftot as a function of E0 and P for the high
sucrose and Cm concentrations. This fitness function contains a single optimum near
WT (low E0 and high P). The peak is well separated from P = 1, consistent with the
strong selection for regulated over non-regulated phenotypes.
4.5 Competition in variable environments
Having determined the relation between expression phenotype and fitness
(Fig. 4.3b), the question is whether it accurately captures the competition between
different regulatory mutants in variable environments. We tested this in two ways.
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First, we competed lacI mutants one to one. We employed lacI mutants that
were generated using error-prone polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and displayed
contrasting expression phenotypes (Fig. 4.3b, crosses). The different alleles were
cloned into our plasmid, and pairs of them were grown in sucrose and Cm
environments, either with or without IPTG, whereas their relative abundance was
followed by plating. Again, cells were grown non-selectively before and after selection,
and care was taken that growth was not limited by other growth factors such as
carbon or oxygen. These competition results were compared to fitness differences
predicted by the fitness function Ftot(E0,P), based on the uninduced (E0) and induced
(E1) expression levels of each mutant, which showed a good agreement (Fig. 4.3c).
Second, we investigated the competition within a large population of cells
with randomly mutated regulatory systems. For this purpose, we again mutated the
lacI coding sequence with error-prone PCR. Sequencing indicated an average mutation
rate of ~3x103 per basepair. The mutated lacI coding regions were placed back into
the original plasmid, resulting in a diverse population of ~106 variants. Note that only
the regulatory system was genetically diversified. The rest of the plasmid, including
the selection genes, as well as the chromosomal background, remained identical. To
characterize the phenotypic diversity prior to selection, 35 clones were randomly
picked from the population and mapped in phenotype space based on their measured
E0 and P values. The phenotypes did not appear distributed equally throughout the E0P plane but were, rather, located toward higher E0 and lower P down to P = 1 (Fig.
4.3b), consistent with the expectation that most random mutations in the repressor
will deteriorate the ability to repress. The original WT phenotype was not present in
this sample of 35 variants.
We then exposed the population of ~106 random variants to a variablepurifying selection. In short, the cells were first grown in the sucrose medium (0.4%
w/v) for 6 hr. From the end population, 1/500th was taken and then grown nonselectively at 1 mM IPTG for 3 hr to induce the cells. Next, Cm was added (at 80
µg/ml), and the population continued to grow for another 6 hr. Experiments indicated
that the 3 hr of nonselective growth was sufficient to reach steady-state expression
and did not significantly influence the overall fitness (Fig. 4.6-materials and methods).
From the final population, we again took isolates randomly, assayed their E0 and E1
values, and mapped them onto the E0-P plane. The group of isolates was clustered at
the WT phenotype (Fig. 4.3b).
These results indicate that the simple fitness function Ftot(E0,P) captures the
competition between diverse regulatory variants, which involves the integration of
the different fitness gains and losses experienced by the competing variants as they
experience the environmental changes, into an overall total fitness.
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Figure 4. 3 Fitness and evolution in a variable environment with stabilizing selection.
a) Variation of environmental and system parameters. Here, sucrose alternates with Cm plus
IPTG. In this environment, the operon expression level of the system as constructed (WT) will
vary between a low E0 in sucrose and a high E1 in Cm plus IPTG, resulting in high growth rates in
both environments. P is the fold change in operon expression (P = E1 / E0). Note that the
selection experiments (dots, b) involve one sucrose/Cm cycle. b) Selective landscape and
mapped regulatory variants. Color indicates the overall growth rate in the variable environment
defined in a), determined with the data from Fig. 4.1c and 1d (Ftot = (Fsucrose(E0)+FCm(E1))/2), as
a function of system parameters E0 and P. Sucrose, Cm, and IPTG concentrations are 0.40%, 80
µg/ml Cm, and 1 mM, respectively. Different lacI regulatory variants are mapped on the
landscape based on their measured E0 and P values. (Crosses) WT and three previously isolated
lacI mutants. (Green spheres) 35 randomly chosen isolates from a diverse population obtained
by lacI mutagenesis. (Blue spheres) After selection in the corresponding variable environment.
Growth time is 6 hr in each medium. Prior to inoculation in new medium, the cells are grown
non-selectively (neither sucrose nor Cm) to adjust to the new IPTG level. c) Fitness differences
from competition experiments between genetic lacI variants against fitness differences predicted
by the fitness landscape (materials and methods).

They also confirm that the expression E is the key phenotypic parameter in
determining fitness in our system.
4.6 Evolution under directional selection in variable environments
In order to study adaptation to a novel regulatory function, we defined a
variable environment in which the WT phenotype is maladapted and can improve by
changing the regulatory response. We exploit the decoupling in the system, which
allows one to impose a controlled mismatch between cue and selective agent. Here, a
medium with sucrose plus IPTG (1 mM) alternates with a medium with Cm (Fig. 4.4a).
In the presence of sucrose and IPTG, the high induced operon expression is
burdensome, whereas in Cm media without IPTG, a high operon expression would be
beneficial but is repressed.
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Figure 4. 4 Fitness and evolution in a variable environment
environment with directional selection.
a) Variation of environmental and system parameters. Here, sucrose plus IPTG alternates with
Cm. In this environment, the operon expression level of the system as constructed (WT) will
vary between a high E1 in sucrose plus IPTG and a low E0 in Cm, resulting in low growth rates in
both environments. P is the fold change in operon expression (P = E1 / E0). Note that the
selection experiments (dots, b and c) involve one sucrose/Cm cycle. b) Selective landscape and
mapped regulatory variants. Color indicates the overall growth rate in the variable
environment, determined with the data from Figures 4.1c and 4.1d (Ftot =
(Fsucrose(E0)+FCm(E1))/2), as a function of system parameters E0 and P. Sucrose, Cm, and IPTG
concentrations are 0.40%, 80 µg/ml Cm, and 1 mM, respectively. Different lacI regulatory
variants are mapped on the landscape based on their measured E0 and P values. (Green
spheres) 35 randomly chosen isolates from a diverse population obtained by lacI mutagenesis.
(Blue spheres) after selection in the corresponding variable environment. (Gray spheres) after
a second cycle of lacI mutagenesis and selection in both media. (Red spheres) after a third cycle.
Growth time is 6 hr in each medium. Prior to inoculation in new medium, the cells are grown
nonselectively (neither sucrose nor Cm) to adjust to the new IPTG level. c) Idem, in threedimensional representation, rotated for visibility.

Mirroring the case of the unregulated phenotypes, changing expression
overall (in both E0 and E1) gives rise to a tradeoff: an increase in expression leads to
gains in Cm but losses in sucrose, whereas conversely, a decrease in expression yields
gains in sucrose but losses in Cm. Improvements in both environments may be
realized by changes in the regulatory response, namely when IPTG would lead to
repression, and an absence of IPTG to expression.
Such an inverse regulatory response is, in fact, observed for the LacI homolog
PurR, which represses in the presence of the co-repressor guanine [162], suggesting
that such inversions have occurred in evolutionary history.
The fitness function corresponding to this variable environment is displayed
in Fig. 4.4b and 4.4c. E1 and E0 here, respectively, denote the expression level in the
medium with sucrose plus IPTG and the medium with Cm. The WT phenotype here
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maps onto a fitness valley at P > 1, indicating its poor performance in both
environments. The peak is located at P < 1, which reflects the inverse nature of the
corresponding phenotype (E1 < E0).
Next, we monitored evolution of the WT system using the same directed
evolution approach. In brief, we prepared randomly mutated lacI variants and then
grew a starting population of ~106 in a sucrose medium (0.4% w/v) with IPTG (1 mM)
for 6 hr. From the end population, 1/500th was taken and grown non-selectively
without IPTG for 3 hr. Then Cm was added (to reach 80 µg/ml), and the population
was grown for an additional 6 hr.
After selection, a random sample of 35 isolates was mapped within the E0-P
plane, which showed that the population mean had shifted toward higher fitness as
expected (Fig. 4.4b and 4.4c, blue spheres). However, no isolates were found below P
= 1, suggesting that there exists an adaptive constraint that renders crossing of the P
= 1 boundary a rare or impossible event. Note that P < 1 phenotypes might be
present in the population at low numbers and absent in the isolates due to insufficient
sampling. However, the fitness function does indicate strong selection for P < 1
phenotypes: the growth rate of the optimal phenotypes is more than 1.4 dbl/hr higher
than the best isolates at P = 1, making their initial presence very unlikely (p < 0.02,
given the relative enrichment factor of 2(1.4*12) ~1.1*105).
Selection also affected the shape of the phenotypic distribution, which was
now spread out broadly along the E0 axis (P = 1) and had become narrow along the P
axis (Fig. 4.4b and 4.4c). The expansion along E0 can be understood from the
constraint: with paths to P < 1 poorly accessible, the paths offering higher fitness lead
along the E0 axis toward high or low expression values (Fig. 4.4b, black line). These
fixed expression phenotypes may represent evolutionary dead ends, as they can be
achieved by simply abolishing repressor-operator binding or IPTG binding capabilities.
To test whether P < 1 phenotypes could still emerge before the population
was taken over by evolutionary dead ends, we performed a new cycle: 1/500th of the
previous culture was taken, and the plasmid DNA was extracted; lacI was randomly
mutated as before and placed back into fresh plasmids and hosts, which were
subsequently grown in the same sucrose-Cm variable environment. The resulting
isolates indicated that, whereas about half of the population remained at P = 1, the
other half emerged below (Fig. 4.4b and 4.4c, gray spheres), showing that P = 1
constituted not a global but a local (breakable) constraint. These results indicate a
capacity of the system to evolve a fundamentally altered response to inducer before
getting trapped in specialization. The evolved inverse phenotypes were distributed
along a downward diagonal, indicating that they all had similar E1 and differed mainly
in E0.
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After a third cycle of the same lacI mutagenesis and variable selection, the
mean fitness of the population had further increased, first of all through decreased
frequencies of fixed expression (P = 1) phenotypes, which were no longer observed
among the isolates (Fig. 4.4b and 4.4c, red spheres). In addition, the subpopulation of
inverse phenotypes showed further fine-tuned improvements of the response toward
smaller E0 and smaller P. Fig. 4.5a and 4.5b show induction profiles of evolved inverse
phenotypes. The isolates were now distributed near the effective fitness optimum,
which is taken as the average of the maximum observed growth rates in the two
environments (1.85 db/hr). Some evolved phenotypes (4 out of 35) had a fitness
within 10% of the optimum, which is comparable to the variability that we observed
between the predicted fitness and results from competition experiments (Fig. 4.3c).
Also note that small fitness increases near an optimum entail long fixation times, given
the limited number of isolates that can be assayed. For example, a single mutant with
a 10% fitness improvement over the rest of the population (of 106 cells) would
require more than 80 hr of growth to be detected in the sampled isolates, as the
required enrichment factor is about 104 (which is equal to 2(0.1*1.85*80)). In conclusion,
we find no evidence for global constraint in E0 or P, nor a rigid correlation between
the two, that prevents access to the landscape optimum.
4.7 Genetic basis of local constraint
Tracking evolution within phenotype fitness landscapes can identify local
adaptive constraints but does not reveal the genetic architecture from which they
originate. We sequenced several inverse lacI alleles to provide some insight into the
genetic causes of the observed constraint at P = 1 (Table 4.1). S97P appeared to be a
key substitution: it occurred in the majority of genotypes and was essential for
achieving the optimal inverse response. In a WT background, however, S97P yielded a
P = 1 phenotype, as was determined by constructing this mutant using site-directed
mutagenesis, and as was also corroborated by previous studies [140,163]. It has been
suggested that this serine residue, which is located at the dimer interface of the
repressor, is central to the IPTG-induced allosteric transition in LacI [163,164]. This
may explain the observed interference with induction by the S97P mutation.
Unlike the recurring S97P substitution, other genetic changes found in the
inverse lacI alleles were diverse. For instance, one inverse phenotype harbored the
mutations S69Y, Q131P, M242I, and a stop at L346 in addition to S97P, whereas
another contained K108N, E235D, and Q352E together with S97P (Table 4.1). Though
we could not identify a specific pattern or known functional effect for these additional
mutations, their diversity indicated the presence of different possible mutational
routes from S97P and P = 1 to the optimum inverse phenotype.
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Figure 4. 5. Induction curves
a) Measured induction curves for wild-type LacI (black) and an evolved inverse LacI phenotype
M-inv1 (gray). b) Induction profiles of a number of evolved inverse regulation mutants (at 1
mM from low to high expression: M-inv1, M-inv2, M-inv3, M-inv4; sequences given in Table
4.1). Standard errors (n = 3) are smaller than the symbol size. c) Fluorescence polarization
profiles of wild-type (black) and the inverse regulation mutant M-inv-1 of Figure 5a (grey).
Fluorescence polarization (see materials and methods) here is a measure for the binding of
purified repressor protein to TAMRA-labeled 18 base pair symmetric lac operator DNA.
Polarization is recorded as a function of IPTG concentration, and higher polarization indicates a
higher fraction of operator DNA bound by repressor. The data is fitted with a Hill curve with KD
= 6.0 µM and Hill coefficient 1.4 for wild-type and KD = 20 µM and Hill coefficient 1.15 for Minv-1. Error bars are standard errors over three or four measurements and smaller than the
symbol size. See also Table 4.1.

To study the functional relevance of the observed mutations and their
interactions, we engineered lacI variants containing subsets of the mutations found in
one evolved inverse phenotype (M-inv-5; see Table 4.1). We found that, out of the six
non-synonymous mutations, three (S97P, R207L, and T258A) were sufficient in a WT
background to confer an inverse phenotype (P ~0.02). Next, we engineered the
double mutants S97P-R207L and S97P-T258A, which both gave a value for P of order
1, as did the single mutant S97P.
Thus, in the S97P background, R207L and T258A individually were nearly
neutral but together conferred inversion, which indicates epistasis between R207L
and T258A. R207L also exhibited epistasis with S97P; in the T258A background that
displayed a WT phenotype (P of order 10), R207L was again neutral, but in the S97PT258A background, R207L transformed a P = 1 phenotype into the inverted
phenotype. Overall, the results suggest that S97P is a rare and unique gateway at P =
1 from WT at P > 1 to the optimum at P < 1 and support the notion that the
phenotypic clustering at P = 1 was due to genetic constraint.
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Table 4 1. Amino acid substitutions for evolved inverse phenotypes,
phenotypes related to figure 4.5
P-values of these mutants with 1 mM ONPF instead of IPTG were determined to be 0.34, 0.25,
0.45, 0.26, and 0.59, respectively (values in the order of the mutants in the table).

4.8 Molecular mechanism of evolved phenotypes
Next, we questioned what molecular mechanism could underlie the
regulatory change. One might imagine that the transcription factor now activates
rather than represses by binding elsewhere in the regulatory region. However, no
mutations were found in the DNA recognition domain of LacI, which would be
required for this scenario. The inversion could also be explained by a mechanism in
which the non-specific affinity to DNA is increased, as has been shown previously for
LacI inversion [165,166]. An increased overall affinity then leads to binding to other
cellular DNA, titrating transcription factor away from the operator and thus producing
expression without IPTG.
In this scenario, the allosteric effect of IPTG on LacI actually remains the same
as for WT, namely a decreased affinity for DNA. With IPTG, the mutant LacI would
thus be liberated to start the operator search, which can result in repression if binding
affinity to the operator is significant. However, given the recurrence of mutation S97P
and its supposed role in the allosteric mechanism, we surmised that the inversion
might be based on a modification of the allosteric transition. In this scenario, the
evolved LacI would bind the operator with IPTG and have a low affinity for the
operator in the absence of IPTG.
To discriminate these two scenarios, we first measured the expression response to the
compound ONPF. ONPF is an anti-inducer for WT LacI that leads to increased DNA
affinity, as seen by a lower expression level than achieved by WT repression. For
inverted phenotypes with unchanged allostery but increased non-specific DNA affinity,
addition of ONPF can be expected to further increase non-specific affinity and hence
should not reduce expression, as has indeed been shown previously [167]. In contrast,
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we find that our evolved inverted phenotypes do show reduced expression in
response to ONPF, with values for P ranging between 0.25 and 0.59 for the five
isolates indicated in Table 4.1. This result is in agreement with the allosteric scenario.
In order to provide a direct test of changes in operator affinity, we performed
operator binding assays with purified WT and an evolved inverse LacI protein (as
assayed in Fig. 4.5) in the absence of nonspecific DNA (Fig. 4.5c). These data support
the allosteric model: the evolved LacI is able to bind the operator but only in the
presence of IPTG.
4.9 Discussion
Recent decades have brought important advances to our understanding of
how cellular regulation evolves, for instance by rewiring of regulatory networks [168],
cooption of existing transcription factors to new regulatory regions [169] and ligands
[170], evolving transcription factor protein functions [171], recombination of
regulatory protein domains [172], and by the convergent evolution toward generic
network motifs [173].
These efforts at the genetic, structural, and functional levels are
complemented by studies of fitness consequences of regulatory changes in constant
environments [120,121,174] and some in variable environments [158,175]. Fitness in
variable environments has been extensively studied within evolutionary ecology,
wherein the ability to alter the expressed phenotype in response to environmental
changes is typically referred to as phenotypic plasticity [151,152]. However, direct
experimental study of the adaptive evolution of phenotypic plasticity by mutation and
natural selection [176] is a challenge because of limited insight into the genetic basis
of the studied regulatory phenotypes and the selective forces in variable
environments [157].
Here, we find that that the evolutionary trajectory in variable environments is
altered by internal constraint of the regulatory system, but the evolutionary outcome
is the optimal solution of a fitness tradeoff problem and hence determined by
selection. The measured expression fitness relations of a founding genotype in
constant environments predicted the optimal regulatory response to a challenging
variable environment, whereby expression changes that are beneficial in one
environment are detrimental in another. Cells were subsequently shown to evolve to
the optimum response, in which the sensed cue (originally an inducer) acts as a
corepressor. These findings indicate that regulatory evolution by selection in variable
environments may be understood within the framework of multiobjective
optimization theory [177], which addresses the maximization of overall performance
in the presence of tradeoffs between conflicting objectives. It will be intriguing to test
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the limits of prediction by optimization principles, for instance by studying more
elaborate regulatory phenotypes and environments, and by determining the
fundamental conflicts between objectives that are imposed by physico-chemical
constraints.
The observed absence of global constraints in the synthetic system studied
here raises the question of whether transcriptional regulation phenotypes found in
microorganisms similarly are near-optimal biological functions. Insight into how
transcriptional regulation systems achieve optimality would help to explain the
adaptive origins of the highly specialized repertoire of signal detection and
transmission capabilities found in transcription factor families [178], as well as the
observed convergence toward generic regulatory network motifs [173].
Local constraints within the lac regulatory system that could be broken by
selection affected the evolutionary trajectory. Whereas the population predominantly
followed the direction of strongest selection within phenotype space, genetic
constraint caused delay and deviation at a distinct boundary defined by a single
parameter (at P = 1). Upon the fixation of mutations that provide the functional
innovation—in which IPTG acts as a corepressor rather than an inducer—a diverse
set of genetic changes offered a fine-grained variation in both P and E0 that is essential
to developing optimality in a novel function. The picture emerging from these
observations is a genotype space consisting of multiple regions that confer different
regulatory functions, which are distinct and connected by just a few mutations. The
data highlight the potential of regulatory evolution by changes in protein coding
regions, which complement other mechanisms such as the co-option of existing
regulatory proteins to new regulatory regions.
Central to our strategy was the engineering of a model system that allowed us
to independently measure the cross-environmental tradeoffs, which in turn informed
us of the selective forces and constraint in regulation. This genetic engineering
approach may offer a starting point for quantitative models describing the adaptive
evolution of biological complexity, relating environmental conditions, regulatory
architecture, adaptive constraint, and competition dynamics.
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4.10 Materials and methods
4.10.1 Strains
In all selection experiments, E. coli K12 strain MC1061 (Casadaban and Cohen,
1980) was used, which carries a deletion of the complete lac operon. Genotype of
MC1061: FˉDlacX74 mcrB1 e14ˉ (mcrA0) rpsL150 (StrR) galE15 galK16
D(ara,leu)7697 araD139 lˉ hsdR2(rkˉ,mkˉ) spoT1. This strain was obtained from
Avidity LLC, Denver CO, USA, as electrocompetent strain EVB100 (containing an
additional chromosomal birA). All growth and expression measurements, as well as
the selection and competition experiments, were performed in Defined Rich medium
(Teknova, Hollister, CA, USA), with 0.2% glucose as carbon source, and supplemented
with 1mMthiamine HCl. For protein expression, we used the BLIM/pTara system [179]
with an arabinose-inducible T7 polymerase and lacking a native lac repressor. After
transformation of the pRSET-B (Invitrogen) plasmid expressing lacI into BLIM/pTara
cells, all growth was performed in M9T medium [179] containing 0.5% glucose and
the appropriate antibiotics.
4.10.2 Plasmids
Two plasmids were constructed based on the pZ vector system [180] in which
the expression of the selection module is regulated by lacI (pRD007). The selection
module consists of the co-expressed genes lacZα, cmR, and sacB under control of the
pTrc promoter from pTrc99A [181] (which is amplified until base pair~300 before
start). Reporter gene lacZα consists of the first 364 base pairs of lacZ, amplified from
the chromosome of strain MG1655 (CGSC stock center). Chloramphenicol resistance
gene cmR originates from the pZ vector system. The levan sucrase coding sequence
sacB was amplified from plasmid pKNG101, obtained from the BCCM/LMBP Plasmid
and DNA Library Collection (Belgium), accession number LMBP 5246. Two reporter
plasmids (pReplacZΩ and pReplacZ) were created for measuring expression either in
cis or in trans, respectively, by deleting pTrc99A for lacI and pTrc and inserting a
constitutive PlacIq-lacZΩ fragment or by deleting pTrc99A for lacI and pTrc and
inserting the MG1655 plac-lacZ fragment. Between cis and trans expression levels, an
empirical relation was observed Ecis = 2.33104*Etrans0.32. For the production of wildtype and mutant lac repressor protein, the lacI coding sequence was inserted directly
downstream of the enterokinase cleavage site of expression plasmid pRSET-B
(Invitrogen). Plasmids and sequences are available upon request.
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4.10.3 Mutagenesis
Mutants were created using the Stratagene Genemorph II Random
Mutagenesis kit. Mutagenized product was restricted and ligated into the
(nonmutated) selection vector and subsequently transformed into E. coli strain
MC1061 by electroporation. Pool sizes were routinely between 5x105 and 1x107.
Throughout this experiment, mutagenesis conditions were constant. In order
to determine the mutation rate, a random sample of mutants was sequenced after one
mutagenesis round, yielding an average mutation rate of 0.003/bp (n = 9).
4.10.4 In vitro binding assay
Fluorescence polarization measurements were performed in the dialysis
buffer with addition of BSA to 0.05%. Oligonucleotides containing the 18 base pair
symmetric lac operator (ATTGTGAGCGCTCACAAT) and containing a 3’carboxytetramethylrhodamine (TAMRA) fluorophore (Integrated DNA Technologies)
were hybridized in a 10 mM Tris-Cl buffer at pH 8.5, by cooling down overnight in a
water bath from 95°C to room temperature. The polarization assay was performed in
a 384 well plate in a Victor 3V plate reader (Perkin Elmer) at 531 nm excitation and
595 nm emission. Each well contained 50 ml dialysis buffer and 10 nM of lac operator.
IPTG was added at appropriate concentrations. The amount of repressor protein was
such that saturating binding could be observed (without IPTG for wild-type and with
IPTG for M-inv-1). Each measurement was performed with 3 or 4 replicates
4.10.5 Growth conditions during selection
Growth was performed at 37°C in 100 ml erlenmeyer flasks, under vigorous
shaking. Culture medium was 20 or 40 ml EZ Rich Defined medium + 0.2% glucose
(Teknova, Hollister, CA, USA, cat. nr. M2105), supplemented with 1 mM thiamine HCl,
the appropriate antibiotic, and IPTG when needed. Selective compounds
(chloramphenicol, sucrose) were added after 3 hr of pre-selection, after which the
cultures were grown for 6 hr. The duration of selective growth was chosen to obtain
significant enrichment factors (of up to 104), while still maintaining diversity in the
population (which starts off at about 106). The pre-selection time of 3 hr (~6
generations for unselective growth) was chosen in order to be long enough to reach
steady state enzyme expression, either due to protein production (in the order of 3
generations), or due to dilution (in which case 6 generations amounts to a dilution
factor of 64). Optical density was monitored at 550 nm and whenever an OD550 of 0.1
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is reached, a dilution was made into fresh pre-warmed selective medium. After
selection, cultures were washed, and flash frozen. When transferred to the next
environment (without mutagenesis), a threshold dilution of 5x102 is applied, which
determines the minimum growth rate for mutants to effectively increase in number in
the previous environment.
4.10.6 Growth conditions during measurement of the fitness landscapes
To measure growth rates for determination of the fitness landscape, wells of a
96-well plate containing 200 ml of Defined Rich glucose medium with the appropriate
amount of IPTG were inoculated with a 2*104 x dilution of an O/N (LB) culture, and
grown for three hours (pre-selection) at 37°C in a Perkin & Elmer Victor3 plate reader
until an optical density at 550 nm of around 0.0005 was reached (in the plate reader,
which corresponds to anOD550 of 0.002). As this OD is too low to be determined, the
same plate contains 6 wells that were inoculated with a mere 5x102 times dilution,
which reached a measurable OD of around 0.02 at the same time. At that moment
sucrose or chloramphenicol was added.
Optical density at 550 nm was recorded every 4 min, and every 29 min 9 ml
sterile water was added to each well to counteract evaporation. When not measuring,
the plate reader was shaking the plate at double orbit with a diameter of 2 mm. From
the measured growth curves (see examples in Fig. 4.6) the growth rate was obtained
by determining for each well the increase in cell density at t = 6 hr. From this the
effective exponential growth rate (or Malthusian parameter, see e.g., [161]) was
obtained according to F = (log(ODt = 6/ODt = 0)/log2)/6, in doublings per hour. In case
the growth rate was high and stationary phase was reached within 6 hr, the initial
slope of the growth curve was taken, since in the selection experiments the cultures
were always diluted long before reaching stationary phase.
In the main text the fitness F is identified with the Malthusian parameter (2).
This is the appropriate measure of the fitness for clonal organisms with variable
generation times and overlapping generations, such as bacteria. The average growth
rate over multiple environmental conditions is F = ∑i piFi , where the pi’s denote the
time fraction spent in environmental condition i, and Fi is the fitness for that condition.
For the two conditions used in the main text at equal dwelling times, the fitness
therefore can be expressed as Ftot = (Fsucrose + FCm)/2 (see caption Fig. 4.2).
4.10.7 Growth conditions during competition assays
Two mutants were mixed in a known ratio and subjected to selective
environments (see above). After 6 hr of growth for a certain environment (in which
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the initial inoculation was such that an OD550 of just under 0.1 was reached), cultures
were washed, and allowed to grow to stationary phase in LB medium. A DNA
extraction was performed on the whole population for each culture, of which
subsequently around 0.1 ng was electroporated into BioRad EP-Max10B ElectroCompetent Cells (cat. no. 170-3330), and directly plated on agar containing Xgal with
or without IPTG. As our selection module contains a lacZα gene, complementation
with the chromosomally expressed lacZɷ allowed for discrimination between the
mutants and determination of their ratio, on the basis of their differential expression
of lacZα. For example, WT and mutant N1 (Fig. 4.3b) can be distinguished on plates
containing Xgal and IPTG, where WT forms blue colonies and N1 remains white. We
can then calculate their fitness difference ΔF = log(A1,2)/(6log2), where A1,2 is the
factor by which mutant 1 out-grows mutant 2 during 6 hr of growth. The graph in Fig.
4.3c contains 15 data points for 3 competitions: WT versus N1, N1 versus R1, WT
versus N2, each in 5 different environments: 0.4% sucrose, 0.25% sucrose, 0.15%
sucrose, 80 µg/ml cm + 1 mM IPTG, 25 µg /ml cm + 1 mM IPTG.
4.10.8 Growth conditions during the induction/deinduction/de-induction assays
To measure the rates of induction and de-induction after a switch in IPTG
concentration, exponentially growing cultures expressing WT lacI were grown for
four hours in the presence or absence of 1mM IPTG. Subsequently a time series for 3.5
hr was performed. At each time point 1 mM IPTG was added to a culture that had
grown previously without IPTG. For cultures that had previously grown with IPTG, the
medium was exchanged for medium without IPTG at each time point (after washing
the cells). Growth was monitored such that the OD at 600 nm never exceeded 0.05.
After 3.5 hr the expression level for each culture experiencing induction or deinduction for a different period of time was measured by an FDG assay (Fig. 4.6c, left).
4.10.9 Assay of growth recovery after selective periods
Growth during the periods of non-selective growth was assayed by plating
cultures over time and counting the number of colony forming units (CFU). Cultures
grown selectively for 6 hr (see above) were washed and grown in Defined Rich
medium + glucose for 3.5 hr. At specific time points a part of the growing culture was
taken, appropriately diluted, and spread on an LB plates. Plates were grown overnight
at 37°C, after which colonies were counted (Fig. 4.6, right).
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4.10.10 ββ-Galactosidase assay conditions
A reporter plasmid expressing either lacZ or lacZ\ was cotransformed into
the mutant population or clone that is to be assayed. Cell cultures were grown at 37_C
in a Perkin & Elmer Victor3 plate reader, at 200 ml per well in a black clear-bottom 96
well microtiter plate (NUNC 165305). Medium was EZ Rich Defined medium +
glucose (Teknova, Hollister, CA, USA, cat. nr. M2105), supplemented with 1 mM
thiamine HCl and the appropriate antibiotics. Optical density at 600 nm was recorded
every 4 min, and every 29 min 9 sterile water is added to each well to counteract
evaporation. When not measuring, the plate reader was shaking the plate at double
orbit with a diameter of 2 mm. Cells were fixed after the cultures had reached an
optical density of at least 0.015 and at most 0.07 (in the plate reader, which
corresponds to an OD600 of 0.05 to 0.23), by adding 20 µl FDG-fixation solution (109
µM fluorescein di-β-D-galactopyranoside (FDG, MarkerGene Technologies Inc, Eugene,
OR, USA, cat. nr M0250), 0.15% formaldehyde, and 0.04% DMSO in ddH2O).
Fluorescence development was measured every 8 min (exc. 480 nm, em. 535 nm), as
well as the optical density at 600 nm. Shaking and dispensing conditions as above.
When cells are induced with IPTG, directly before or after fixation, an appropriate
amount of inhibitive IPTG was added. Analysis of fluorescence trace is described
below.
4.10.11 Analysis of the FDG β-galactosidase assay
Using the fluorogenic substrate fluorescein di-β-D-galactopyranoside (FDG)
allows for an accurate determination of the β-galactosidase activity over at least 4.5
orders of magnitude. FDG contains two galactose groups that both have to be cleaved
in order to release fluorescein.
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In ref. [182] a model for the FDG-FMG hydrolysis is proposed. In the
concentration range of LacZ and FDG used in our experiments, the increase in
fluorescence F is given by (Equation 7 in ref. [182]):
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(S. 4.1)

where R is the relaxation constant (timescale to reach maximum fluorescence
rate), E is the (total) concentration of enzyme, k2 is the catalysis rate constant of FDG
to FMG, and the α’s are proportionality factors between the products and their
fluorescence, F = αPP + αMM (P is product (fluorescein) and M is FMG). Km is the
Michaelis-Menten constant for FDG and S0 is the initial FDG concentration. We can see
that at time t = 0 as well as at large t’s the rate is proportional to E, though with
different proportionality constants (first αM, then αP).
Ref. [182] gives measured values for αM = 5.3 µM-1 and αP = 150 µM-1.
Although assigning arbitrary units to the fluorescence counts, they are relevant as
relative quantities between FMG and fluorescein. Thus at t = 0, equation (S. 4.1)
reduces to:
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To determine the enzyme concentration per cell, fitted slopes at t = 0 are
divided by the cell density. We use here ε ∝ E/OD600, where ε is the LacZ concentration
per cell.
FDG expression measurements were compared to the standard Miller assay
for β-galactosidase activity [144]. We measured an induction curve of wild-type LacI
(as expressed from plasmid pRD007), both by using the Miller assay and the FDG
assay described above (Fig. 4.6b).
4.10.12 Growth models and interpolation of expressionexpression-growth curves
In order to interpolate the measured points on the expression-growth
relations in Fig. 4.1c and 4.1d, we use models for the selective action of
chloramphenicol and sucrose.
4.10.13 Chloramphenicol growth
In the presence of a certain concentration of chloramphenicol acetyl
transferase (CmR), the internal concentration of chloramphenicol (cm) is reduced and
determined by the equilibrium between influx through the cell membrane and
acetylation (‘inactivation’) by CmR. As such, we model the action of cm by comparing
the situation with growth under sublethal concentrations of cm. The most basic
equation relating growth to the concentration of an inhibitive substance is derived
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from the Monod form for nutrient limited growth [183], µ ~KX/X +K, where µ is the
growth rate, X is the concentration of nutrient and K is a constant determining the
nutrient concentration that allows half-maximum growth rate. Interestingly, this is the
same functional form as the fraction of substrate bound enzyme under MichaelisMenten kinetics. Now, for sublethal concentrations of cm, whose action is to block
protein synthesis upon binding to the ribosomes, it would not be unreasonable to
expect the the growth of the cell (as a first-order approximation) to be proportional to
the unbound fraction of ribosomes, which is given by K/X +K. Therefore we adopt the
following simple functional form for growth in the presence of chloramphenicol
μ([l])w = c

|

(S. 4.3)

 [c] 

where c1 is a constant, µ0 the growth rate in absence of cm, and [cm]ext and
[cm]int respectively the cm concentrations outside and inside the cell.
To obtain a relation between the internal and external cm concentration, we
express the equilibrium between influx and acetylation of cm by
b,c ([l]w − [l]w ) = sbcw,c `

(S. 4.4)

Here the influx of cm is either diffusion limited or limited by the permeability
of the membrane, which does not matter for the functional form of the equation, and
can be expressed as a constant Cbar,cm times the concentration difference between
inside and outside. The acetylation rate racet,cm is given by
sbcw,c
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where kcat,cm is the catalysis rate constant for the acetylation reaction, and
KmEcm is the Michaelis-Menten constant for CmR. Solving for [cm]int in
b,c ([l]w − [l]w ) = xcbw,c
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now yields the expression for the growth rate as a function of the external
chloramphenicol concentration (here abbreviated as [cm]), being
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Expression-growth data for media containing cm in Fig. 4.1c were fitted with
this equation, using the following parameter set in table 4.2.
4.10.14 Sucrose growth
Sucrose selection is based on the formation of sugar chains (levan) in the
periplasmic domain of gram-negative bacteria [184]. The enzyme catalyzing this
polymerization reaction is levansucrase (SacB) from Bacillus subtilis. In the grampositive B. subtilis the enzyme is exported through the inner membrane, where it
constitutes a protective poly-sugar layer outside the cell wall. In gram negative
bacteria, which have a second cellular membrane, the enzyme is not exported through
the second membrane and therefore accumulates levans in between the cellular
membranes, which decreases the cellular growth rate. High expression of the protein
in the presence of sucrose is lethal and leads to lysis of the cells. Thus, the rate of levan
formation is the factor influencing cell growth. In contrast to chloramphenicol, which
is a bacteriostatic, high levan production leads to lysis of cells, and in a population
average this can give rise to a negative growth rate. Therefore the growth as a
function of levan formation rate cannot directly be described by the Monod form.
However, expecting that the relevant parameter for the toxic effect is the levan
formation rate (rlevan) relative to the instantaneous growth rate, we can write a
modified Monod form
μ([orlsnop]) =

c|

|
ª«¬

®([¯°ª£¯¬])

(S. 4.8)

where µ0 is the growth rate in absence of sucrose and c0 is a constant. (A
stronger effect of sucrose was indeed observed when the basal growth rate is lowered
[e.g., growth with glycerol as a carbon source instead of glucose]). This can be solved
to yield
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y

μ([orlsnop]) = μ¦ − l¦ s±²b

(S. 4.9)

Analogous to the chloramphenicol selection, we write for the rate of levan
formation and the equilibrium governing the transport of sucrose through the outer
membrane
s±²b = xcbw,³´c [z ∗ orlsnop] = xcbw,³´c
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And
b,³´c ([orlsnop]w − [orlsnop]w ) = xcbw,³´c
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(S. 4.11)

we can solve equation (S. 4.11) for [sucrose]int, substitute this into equation (S.
4.9), which in its turn can be substituted into equation (S. 4.10) to obtain the growth
rate as a function of the external sucrose concentration and the expression of SacB.
However, all measured expression-growth characteristics for sucrose show a
steeper dependency on enzyme concentration than can be obtained by this form.
Indeed, SacB mediated formation of levan is a process that needs a levan seed in order
to proceed (7,8). Most probably seed formation is also dependent on the enzyme and
sucrose concentration. Therefore we phenomenologically alter the equation for the
growth rate as a function of levan formation rate into

μ([orlsnop]) = μ¦ − l¦ s±²b

(S4.12)

The obtained function provides good fits for the low-enzyme regime of the
expression-growth data, with the parameter set in Table 4.3.
However, at the high [E] end, we observe a saturation at higher growth rates
than equation (S. 4.12) can account for. There are at least three saturation effects (see
also (7,8)) coming into play at high rates of levan synthesis (apart from potential
feedback on protein production in ‘struggling’ cells):
(1) Since the levans are (possibly branching) chains, the autocatalytic seedeffect (see above) of the reaction decreases: attaching a fructosyl-group to an existing
long chain does not increase the number of fructosyl-acceptors.
(2) At high levan production rates, there is a high concomitant production of
glucose, that has an inhibitory effect on levan formation in two ways:
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(2a) The fructosylation reaction by the E * S (levansucrase-sucrose) complex
branches between levan elongation and fructosylation of glucose (which re-forms
sucrose).
(2b) The competitive inhibition of E to S binding by glucose. Due to levan
formation, the internal sucrose concentration decreases, and the glucose
concentration increases.
(3) The formed levans themselves act as an inhibitor at higher concentrations.
Since it is at this stage impossible and will not yield further insight to adapt
the model to account for the saturation at high enzyme concentration, we opt for a
more phenomenological description. For fits over the complete concentration range of
SacB enzyme (Fig. 4.1d), we used
μ([orlsnop]) = c

|  ¯

| «¬ 

− μ³bw

(S. 4.13)

which approaches growth rate µsat for high expression levels.
4.10.15 Repressor protein expression conditions and fluorescence polarization
For the production of wild-type and mutant lac repressor protein, the lacI
coding sequence was inserted into expression plasmid pRSET-B (Invitrogen), in which
a T7 promoter drives expression of the His-tagged repressor. The BLIM/pTara system
(9) with an arabinose inducible T7 polymerase, and lacking a native lac repressor, was
used for all protein expression. After transformation of the pRSET-B plasmid into
BLIM cells containing pTara, all growth was performed in M9T medium (9) containing
0.5% glucose. 100 mg/l ampicillin and 40 µg/l chloramphenicol was used to retain
pRSET-B and pTara respectively, except when 1L cultures were grown for expression,
in which case the chloramphenicol concentration was lowered to 15 µg/l. Protein
expression was induced at absorbance between 0.9 and 1.1 at 600 nm, by addition of
0.25% arabinose, after lowering the temperature to 17°C. Cells were harvested by
centrifugation after 16 hr of induction. Subsequently the cell pellet was resupended in
a 50mM sodium phosphate buffer at pH 8.0 containing 500mMNaCl, 20mMimidazole,
2.5% glycerol, 1 mM DTT, 10 mM MgCl2, 0.1% tween 20, 20 mg lysozyme, and one
tablet of protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche). Cells were lysed by sonication, ~2000U
of DNase was added and allowed to incubate for 10 min at 4°C. The suspension was
cleared by centrifugation at 4°C for one hour at 4.8*104g in a Sorvall SS-34 rotor. 0.5
ml of Ni-NTA agarose (QIAGEN) was added and incubated for 30 min at 4°C. The
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agarose was batch washed 5x in a 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer at pH 8.0
containing 500 mM NaCl, 20 mM imidazole, 2.5% glycerol, 1 mM DTT, and the protein
was eluted with 250 mM imidazole. The protein solution was dialyzed overnight into a
50mMHEPES buffer at pH 8.0 containing 200mMNaCl, 20mMimidazole, 1% glycerol
and 1mMDTT.

Table 4 .2
.2 Parameter set used for the fitting of expressionexpression-growth relation in Fig. 4.1c

Table 4 .3
.3 Parameter set used for the fitting of expressionexpression-growth relation in Fig. 4.1d
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Figure 4. 6 Growth rate and expression measurements,
measurements Related to Figure. 4.1
a) Examples of measured growth curves of cells harboring the selection module, with 25 µg/ml
chloramphenicol (left) or 0.15% sucrose (right). Optical density of the culture is recorded as a function of
time in a 96-well plate reader. Different concentrations of the inducer IPTG are indicated.
b) Comparison of Miller assay and fluorescein di-β-D-galactopyranoside (FDG) assay. Shown is the
expression in response to the inducer IPTG as determined by the Miller assay (left) and the FDG assay
(center), and the FDG expression values against the Miller expression values (right).
c) left: induction and de-induction of WT LacI as a function of time. At t = 0 either 1mM IPTG is added to a
culture growing without IPTG (open symbols) or a culture previously growing at 1 mM IPTG is grown
further in the absence of IPTG (solid symbols). See Supplemental Experimental Procedures A4 for details.
The curves are theoretical expectations based on a growth rate of 2.15 doubl./hour. Center and right:
Recovery after selective periods, as a function of time after transfer to non-selective medium. CFU is
shown after 80 µg/ml chloramphenicol (center) with 1 mM (solid symbols) and 25 mM IPTG (open
symbols), and 0.4% sucrose (right) with 1 mM IPTG (open symbols) and without IPTG (solid symbols).
Straight lines indicate 2.15 doubl./hour.
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Chapter 5
Environmental dependence
of genetic epistasis in the
E. coli lac repressor
Evolutionary constraints have mainly been studied in constant environments,
whereas evolution occurs mostly in heterogeneous environments. To investigate
genetic constraints in heterogeneous environments, we have systematically
reconstructed genetic intermediates between the wild type lac repressor, LacI, and
three different evolved LacI variants with an inverse response to inducer. We find that
one mutation (S97P) controls how the other mutations interact with inducer: in the
absence of S97P, the other mutations change expression predominantly in the
presence of inducer, and in the presence of S97P they change expression
predominantly in the absence of inducer. The data implies that epistatic interactions
within the LacI protein are profoundly altered by interactions with inducer molecules.
These observed higher-order interactions between genotypes and the environment
should fundamentally affect evolutionary dynamics and phylogeny, and show that
epistasis perceived in constant environments does not properly inform on
evolutionary constraints in the heterogeneous natural environment.
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5.1 Introduction
As pointed out by Wright in the 1930’s, the genetic makeup of a biological
system should determine not only current functionality but also affect future
evolutionary change [33]. How the genetic architecture constrains evolution is only
now starting to be addressed experimentally [61,71,96]. By systematically
constructing single-mutant neighbors and assaying their function or fitness, proteins
ranging from β-lactamases [71] to steroid receptors [170] have been shown to exhibit
sign epistasis, in which one mutation can be beneficial or detrimental depending on
the presence of a second mutation. This form of epistasis leads to a reduction in the
number of trajectories that can be followed by fixing one adaptive mutation after
another by positive selection [62]. Two mutations may individually be deleterious but
jointly beneficial, as has been observed for mutations in MTH1 and HXT6/HXT7 that
are involved in glucose metabolism in Saccharomyces cerevisiae [64] and between arg
and pyr mutants in Aspergillus niger [185]. Such reciprocal sign epistasis and
associated multipeaked landscapes [146] represent a constraint that precludes the
one-by-one fixation of positively selected mutations. Because of their ability to delay,
divert, and arrest evolution, genetic interactions have been speculated to play a
central role in speciation [186,187], the maintenance of biodiversity [188], and
developmental evolution [92].
So far, epistasitic interactions have been studied predominantly for
environments that are constant in time and favor a single function or phenotype.
However, natural environments are characterized by temporal variations and
unpredictability, which rather impose temporally changing demands on the expressed
phenotypes. Indeed, much of the complex regulatory systems are considered to have
evolved in response to environmental heterogeneity [151,152]. Experimentally,
mutational effects are commonly observed to differ in different environments [127]
and mutations in alternative genetic backgrounds constitute different epistatic
interactions depending on the environment in which the mutants are assayed
[189,190].
These observations raise pressing questions on how environmental changes
affect evolutionary constraint. If epistatic interactions between mutations that are
required for functional innovation are turned ‘on’ and ‘off’ by environmental change,
evolutionary dynamics could be drastically affected. For instance, evolutionary change
that is constrained by adaptive valleys in constant environments could be opened up
to positive selection in variable environments. Conversely, evolutionary changes that
display positively selected paths in constant environments [61,71], could be
hampered by environment-induced sign epistasis, thus blocking once accessible paths,
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driving adaptation to unproductive regions of genotype space, or making positive
selection dependent on the precise pattern of environmental variations.
These elementary issues are best addressed with a simple phenotype that
responds to the environment. We focused on one of the best-understood model
systems of environmentally regulated gene expression: the Escherichia coli lac
repressor, LacI. We considered the evolutionary transition to a new function that
constitutes the inverse of the wild type function: suppressing expression with IPTG
rather than inducing it, and promoting expression in the absence of IPTG. We have
previously isolated LacI variants with such inverse phenotypes in evolutionary
experiments [191]. Here we reconstructed the intermediate mutants for three
variants, assayed their expression level in the presence and absence of inducer IPTG,
and analyzed the higher-order interactions between genetic and environmental
changes.
We find that these three way genotype-environment interactions play a major
role in the accessibility of the inverse LacI. A key mutation in the core of the repressor
has a large beneficial effect in one environment in the wild type background, and
opens up adaptive trajectories in the other environment when this mutation is
present. The majority of genetic combinations display an environmentally dependent
effect, which leads to the emergence of higher-order genotype-environment
interactions. The phenotypic effect of these mutations is dependent on the internal
molecular pleiotropy in the separate environments, thus the accessibility of the
adaptive trajectory is determined by the exact sequence of both genetic and
environmental changes.
5.2 Environmental dependence of sign epistasis
epistasis
To investigate the interplay between the environment and the presence of
epistasis we used the E. coli lac repressor as a model system (Fig. 5.1a). The wild type
lac repressor, LacIwt, suppresses the expression of β-galactosidase, LacZ, in the
absence of inducer, and relieves this repression in the presence of the inducer IPTG.
Inverse lac repressors, LacIinv, do the opposite: they suppress expression in the
presence of IPTG, and relieve this repression in the absence of IPTG (Fig. 5.1b). We
investigate three such inverse LacI variants that were generated in evolutionary
experiments [191], and contained three to six point mutations compared to LacIwt. For
each variant, three mutations appeared essential for the inverse function, as was
determined by engineering lacI variants that contained sub-sets of these mutations.
We denote these three inverse variants as LacIinv1 (S97P, T258A, R207L), LacIinv2
(S97P, L349P, L307H) and LacIinv3 (S97P, P339H, G315D). Note that all share the
mutation S97P. Next, we constructed all single and double mutants for each variants,
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Figure 5. 1 Functional description and schematic representation of genetic variants in the lac
system.
system a) Schematic representation of the genetic system in E. coli. The lac repressor, LacI,
controls expression of LacZ. The system responds to IPTG. b) Environmental dependence of the
expression level of lacZ. The expression level is measured in two environments: in Env0, in the
absence of IPTG and in Env1, in the presence of IPTG. The wild type LacI (wt) is induced by IPTG
in Env1 and has a low expression level in Env0 (dashed line). The functionally inverse LacI
variant (inverse) exhibits high expression when IPTG is absent (Env0) and low expression levels
in its presence (Env1) (black line). We consider the functional inversion from the wt to the
inverse variant (arrows). c) Schematic representation of the genotype space of mutational
intermediates from wt to the inverse variants, LacIinv. abc- wt LacI, ABC- LacIinv. Each allele a, b, c
changes to A, B, C via 3!= 6 possible trajectories and six possible intermediates. There are three
inverse variants that each contain three mutations: LacIinv1- a to A: S97P, b to B: R207L, c to C:
T258A. LacIinv2- a to A: S97P, b to B: L307H, c to C: L349P. LacIinv3- a to A: S97P, b to B: G315D, c
to C P339H.

and assayed their LacZ expression phenotypes in an environment without IPTG (Env0)
and in an environment with 1mM IPTG (Env1) (Table 5.1), using a fluorogenic βgalactosidase reporter assay (materials and methods).
The three mapped genotype spaces can be depicted as cubes, where vertices
denote genotypes and edges mutational steps (Fig. 5.1 c). The six faces of the cubes
represent the pairs of mutations that may interact. Interactions are categorized either
as magnitude (M), sign (S), or reciprocal sign (R) epistasis (Table 5.2). In the case of
sign epistasis, we indicate in brackets the mutation whose effect on expression alters
in sign. Mutations with measured effects smaller than the measurement error are
considered neutral.
We find that seven out of the eighteen pairs of mutations show the same
category of epistasis in both environments. For instance, P339H and S97P in a LacIwt
background (Table 5.2, LacIinv3) exhibit sign epistasis in both environments. Note that
for all these seven pairs, the magnitude of the mutational effect does depend on the
environment (see Table 5.2). However, the signs of the mutational effects are not
altered by the environment, and so the category does not change.
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Table 5. 1 Expression level of genetic variants in two environments. The expression level of LacZ
was measured in two environments by a fluorogenic reporter assay. Env0, in the absence of IPTG
and Env1 in the presence of IPTG. Errors are standard deviations, n=3.

The other eleven mutation pairs display a different category of epistasis in
the two environments (Table 5.2). Some sign epistatic interactions are switched ‘off’
by adding IPTG: in the LacIwt background for instance when R207L interacts with
S97P, IPTG induces a sign change in the effect of R207L, thus transforming the signepistasis without IPTG into magnitude epistasis with IPTG (Table 5.2). Sign epistasis is
turned ‘on’ between other mutations. For instance, in a S97P background, L349P and
L307H exhibit sign epistasis without IPTG and reciprocal sign epistasis with IPTG
(Table 5.2).
Thus, the presence or absence of sign epistatic interactions between residues
involved in LacI inversion appears to be highly environment-dependent.
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Table 5. 2 Genetic interactions in LacI variants and their environmental dependence in two
environments. The genetic interactions are drawn for three inverse LacI variants. Each row
details the interactions between two mutations, indicated by an x for each mutation, in a LacIwt
background (0), or a single mutant background (1). We consider three types of interactions:
S, sign epistasis; M, magnitude epistasis; R, reciprocal sign epistasis. The mutation responsible
for the sign change is indicated in between brackets.

5.3 Visualizing higherhigher-order genotypegenotype-environment interactions
The observed dependence of epistasis on the environment (Table 5.2) does
not show generic trends, in the sense that the pattern of epistatic interactions and
overall dependence on the environment are different for each variant. To gain more
insight in the underlying higher-order interactions we introduce a graphical method
(Fig. 5.2a). In this method, mutations are represented as vectors in a two-dimensional
coordinate system, where the axes indicate the corresponding changes in expression
phenotype in both environments.
Each mutational vector points to one of the four quadrants of a coordinate system that
has its origin at the vector’s initial point. A vector pointing to quadrant I signifies
functional improvements in both environments, quadrants II and IV denote
improvement in one environment and deterioration in the other, and quadrant III
denotes deterioration in both (Fig. 5.2a). The probability of fixing neutral mutations is
low when compared with mutations that confer functional improvements [62,192].
Mutations that are neutral in both environments are therefore classified as in
quadrant III, while mutations that are neutral in one but confer functional
improvements in the other are classified as in quadrants II or IV. Thus, vectors in
quadrants II and IV indicate mutations that exhibit genotype-environment
interactions, while those in quadrants I and III do not.
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Higher-order epistatic interactions between mutations and the environment
can be visualized by paths composed of two or more mutational vectors. Within the
two-dimensional coordinate system, the two mutational paths from genotype ab to AB
(via Ab or via aB) form a four-sided polygon. Opposite sides of the polygon represent
the same mutation in different genetic backgrounds (for instance a to A in background
b and B). In the absence of any genetic interactions, the polygon is a simple
parallelogram (Fig. 5.2b and c). Its parallel and equally long opposing sides reflect that
the mutations have the same phenotypic effect in both environments, regardless of the
genetic background. When both mutations display phenotypic improvements in both
environments, all vectors are positioned in quadrant I (Fig. 5.2b). Genetic interactions
may be absent even as the mutations do interact with the environment: at least one
pair of the opposing sides is then positioned in quadrant II or IV (Fig. 5.2c).
Deviations from the parallelogram indicate genetic interactions, or epistasis.
Vectors of opposing sides that have different angles but point in the same quadrant
signal magnitude epistasis. Sign-epistasis is represented by vectors of opposing sides
pointing in different quadrants: the corresponding mutation then confers
improvements in one genetic background and deteriorations in another. When the
sign-change occurs irrespective of the environment (Fig. 5.2d), one can consider it to
be a two-way interaction, between the two mutations only. Sign-change triggered by
the environment in the opposing sides of the polygon (Fig. 5.2e), reflects three-way
interactions between two mutations and the environment. Taken together, higherorder interactions between mutations and the environment are signaled by polygons
that have opposing sides in different quadrants, where one or more sides lie in
quadrants II and IV (Fig. 5.2e).
5.4 HigherHigher-order genotypegenotype-environment interactions in LacI
The higher order genotype-environment interactions in LacI are analyzed by
displaying the expression data as mutational vectors in Figure 5.3a, b and c. The
functional transition from a wild type to an inverse response involves increasing
expression in the absence of IPTG (Env0), and decreasing expression in the presence
of IPTG (Env1). For clarity, we therefore ranked the expression values by increasing in
Env0, and by decreasing order in Env1. In this manner, inversion progresses when
moving towards the upper-right corner of Fig. 5.3.
While details differ, the overall pattern displayed by the three variants is
strikingly similar when represented with this method, which contrasts with the
diversity seen in Table 5.2.
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Figure 5. 2 Method for analyzing higher order genotypegenotype-environment interactions
a) Schematic representation of the effect of mutations on phenotype in two environments.
Mutations are represented as vectors with the start in the origin of the coordinate system.
Mutations that improve the phenotype in both environments, Env0 and Env1, are located in
quadrant I. Mutations that improve the phenotype in one environment and deteriorate the
phenotype in the other environment, are located in quadrant II or IV. Mutations that are
detrimental in both environments are located in quadrant III. b, c, d, e) Schematic categorization
of the interactions of two mutations in two environments. The two mutational paths from
genotype ab to AB form a polygon. Opposite sides of the polygon represent the same mutation
in different genetic backgrounds (eg. a to A in background b and B). b) No epistasis or
genotype- environment interactions. The polygon is a simple parallelogram, with all vectors
positioned in quadrant I or III, when genetic and environmental interactions are absent. Here,
both mutations display phenotypic improvements in both environments. c) Genotypeenvironment interactions. The polygon is a parallelogram with opposing sides in the same
quadrant, of which at least one pair of opposing sides lie in quadrant II or IV, when mutations
exhibit only genotype-environment interactions. Here, mutation ‘B’ exhibits a genotypeenvironment interaction and is located in quadrant IV. d) Sign epistasis in both environments.
The polygon contains non-parallel sides, one vector is turned to quadrant III in the presence of
sign epistasis but the absence of environmental interactions. Here mutation ‘B’ in the ‘a’
background exhibits sign epistasis in both environments. e) Higher-order genotypeenvironment interactions. The polygon contains non-parallel sides of which at least one vector
is located in quadrant II or IV, in the presence of higher-order genetic-environment interactions.
Here, mutation ‘B’ in the ‘a’ background exhibits sign epistasis in Env1.
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Figure 5. 3 Mutational vector plot of three
three inverse LacI variants.
The three inverse LacI variants all contain three mutations. Each mutation is represented by a
vector (see Fig. 5.2). The axes indicate expression without IPTG in Env0 and expression with
IPTG in Env1. Expression along the Y- axis is represented as 1/expression and expression levels
in both environments are normalized to the wt level. The inverse, triple mutant, is located in the
upper right corner of the plot. a) LacIinv1 S97P (blue), R207L (green), T258A (red). b) LacIinv2,
S97P (blue), L307H (green), L349P (red). c) LacIinv3, S97P (blue), G315D (green), P339H (red).

In all variants, S97P affects expression in most genetic backgrounds and in both
environments, though most strongly in Env1 and the LacIwt background (Fig. 5.3, blue
vectors). On the other hand, the green and red vectors corresponding to the other two
mutations appear to predominantly point downward along the Env1 expression axis
(and are thus nearly neutral in Env0) or to the right along the Env0 expression axis
(and are thus nearly neutral in Env1).
Mutation S97P appears responsible for the rotation of the red and green
vectors: in the absence of S97P, all red and green vectors point along Env0 while in the
presence of S97P the red and green vectors point along Env1. Thus, the polygons
formed by the blue and red or green vectors deviate from a parallelogram, which
would have for instance resulted from red and green vectors pointing along Env0 both
before and after S97P.
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This deviation from a parallelogram indicates higher-order interactions
between two genetic changes and the environment. In other words, S97P represents a
‘switch’ that changes the interaction of these mutations with the environment.
Some pairs of mutations show a lack of higher-order interactions. For
instance in Fig. 5.3c, the red and green vectors form a parallelogram in the S97P
background, with opposite sides pointing in the same direction. The polygon is tilted,
with the red vectors pointing in quadrant IV, which indicates environment-genotype
interactions. Most mutational pairs do exhibit higher order interactions however, of
different types. For instance, in Fig. 5.3b in the S97P background, L307H rotates the
red vector (L349P) from quadrant IV to II. Overall, the vectorial rotations indicate
pervasive higher-order interactions between genetic and environmental changes in
LacI.
How do the observed higher-order interactions affect the development of
inversion in the wild type lac repressor? In the wild type background, the red and
green vectors along the Env1 axis point towards higher expression, which actually
distances them from inverse phenotypes (Fig. 5.3, upper-right corner). For
environments favoring inversion, the corresponding mutations would therefore not
be fixed by positive selection in Env1. In the LacIwt background, S97P does yield
functional gains towards inversion, but predominantly in Env1. In Env1 S97P thus
yields a strong selective benefit. Once fixed, one or both of the other mutations
provide functional gains, but now mainly in Env0. Indeed, most paths sustain
functional losses in either Env0 or Env1. Thus, the observed higher-order interactions
between multiple mutations and the environment make access to inverse phenotypes
dependent on a specific order of mutations and environmental changes.
5.5 Relation between higherhigher-order interactions and system architecture
Given the generic nature of the pattern seen in the mutational vector plots, we
surmised that the underlying interactions might stem from general characteristics of
the system architecture. The functioning of the lac regulatory system has been
modeled by the classic Monod-Changeux-Wynman (MCW) description of allosteric
transitions [193]. Here, the lac repressor exhibits equilibrium fluctuations between a
‘binding’ state, which has high affinity for the operator, and a ‘non-binding’ state with
low affinity. In the absence of ligand, the repressor is predominantly in the binding
state, which results in tight repression. Interaction with the inducing ligand shifts the
balance to the non-binding state, resulting in increased expression levels.
The three variants studied exhibit an inverse response compared to that of
the wild type lac repressor, with a high affinity for the lac operator in the presence of
ligand and a low affinity without it [191]. Within the MWC framework, the nature of
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the states would then be swapped: in the absence of ligand, the repressor is
predominantly in the binding state, and interaction with the ligand shifts the balance
to the non-binding state.
We find that the addition of the two additional mutations in the S97P
background not greatly affects the expression in the presence of IPTG in all three
variants. Also in the absence of IPTG and S97P, expression is only little affected when
the two additional mutations are added (Fig. 5.3 a,b,c), which suggests the mirroring
of the effects of the two additional mutations in the binding states in LacIinv and LacIwt
in the two environments.
In the absence of IPTG and the presence of S97P, expression is greatly
increased upon addition of the two additional mutants in all three variants.
Expression by the addition of the two mutations in the LacIwt background in the
presence of IPTG is also affected, though not as strong as the former (Fig. 5.3 a,b,c).
Although the observed effect is smaller in Env1 than in Env0, this also suggests a
mirroring of the effects of the two additional mutations on the non-binding states in
the presence of IPTG in the LacIwt, and LacIinv in the absence of IPTG. The mirroring of
the ‘binding’ and ‘non-binding’ states may either be brought about by an inverted
allosteric change in the inverse variants or another mechanism.
An alternative mechanism that has been proposed [194] is a swap between
the wild type ‘binding’ state and an unfolded state in the absence of IPTG for the
inverse variants, complemented with a swap between the wild type ‘unbinding’ state
and the IPTG stabilized ‘binding’ state for the inverse variants. Which mechanism is
responsible for the inversed phenotype has not been resolved, yet. However, we do
find that also on structural level, the three mutations in the three inverse variants
show similarities, which suggests a common mechanism of inversion.
The functional domains in which the mutations occur do reveal similarities
between the three inverse variants. Three properties of a functional repressor are
expected to give rise to pleiotropic compromises or trade-offs when mutating LacI:
stability, allosteric transition and IPTG recognition. Since we do not alter the head
piece we naively expect no changes in the DNA binding properties. Here we relate the
structural information of the mutations to the published literature, and we speculate
about the role of these mutations regarding the stability, allosteric transition and IPTG
recognition. The three mutations in all three LacIinv seem all to serve one, or a
combination of these functions and all have pleiotropic effects on the functionality of
the protein in the two environments.
For instance, residue 258 in LacIinv1 is positioned within the dimerisation
interface that is solvent accessible. Replacing the hydrophilic threonine for a
hydrophobic alanine at this site could decrease the dimerization stability, which is
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Figure 5. 4 Mutations from the three inverse variants mapped
mapped on the LacI crystal structure (1EFA,
pdb). The mutated amino acids of all three inverse variants are depicted as space filling
residues in the wild type structure. They are color coded on basis of their functional grouping.
The tetramerization domain is absent in this structure. Red residue, involved in
multimerisation of the protein. Green residues, connects to a residue involved in IPTG binding
via an alpha helix. Blue residue, involved in allosteric transition.

consistent with the measured expression increases (in the S97P and S79P-R207L
backgrounds). Residues 349 in LacIinv2 and 339 in LacIinv3 are located within the
tetramerization domain. The former is part of a leucine heptat repeat, and the proline
for leucine replacement at that site is expected to distort the leucine heptat repeat in
[195] tetramerisation helices [195,196], hence altering tetramer stability. The latter
residue is located just in front of the tetramerization helices [196], and substitutions
may thus alter its orientation. These changes are consistent with the observed
expression increases for L349P and P339H in the S97P background.
Similarly, each inverse variant contains one mutation near an alpha-helix that
interacts with IPTG (Fig. 5.4, green residue). R207L in LacIinv1 is part of a loop
attached to an alpha-helix that harbors residue S193, which interacts with D149 and
IPTG. The interaction between S193 and D149 causes a contraction of the Nsubdomain during the allosteric transition [163,197,198]. L307H in LacIinv2 is located
in the alpha-helix that harbors F293 which contacts IPTG. The replacement of leucine
for histidine is known to destabilize an alpha helix [199]. In the presence of S97P it
does increase expression in both environments in our data, which is in agreement
with a destabilization of the protein. G315D in LacIinv3 is linked to this same helix by a
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loop and it is adjacently connected to another helix in the core pivot that undergoes a
local displacement during the allosteric transition [200,201].
Finally, all inverse variants contain the mutation S97P that is positioned in the
core of the dimer interface [164,196]. In LacIwt, the nearby K84 undergoes a
movement that allows the formation of a beta-sheet which involves both monomers
upon IPTG binding [163,164,202,203,204,205]. During this transition the K84 sidechain moves to a transient position close to the side chain of S97, before contacting
other residues [163]. This transient bond cannot be formed when S97 is mutated to
proline because it lacks serine’s amide hydrogen. Consequently, the conformational
changes following the K84 movements and thus induction would be impaired. Indeed
we find S97P to be quite insensitive to inducer (Fig. 5.3). These molecular interactions
in the LacI structure, in the presence or absence of IPTG, lie at the basis of the
observed higher-order genotype-environment interactions.
5.6 Conclusion and discussion
Recently developed approaches to systematically map the adaptive
landscapes of specific biological functions have provided a first view on the causes of
constraint in functional innovations. Proteins have been shown to exhibit epistatic
interactions between mutations that limit the number of mutational trajectories that
can be fixed by positive selection in constant environments [61,71]. Directed
evolution of proteins analyzed in the context of measured selective pressures have
revealed genetic constraints that delay or restrict evolutionary adaptation [92,191],
whereas tradeoffs demonstrated constraints of adaptation to different environments
[206,207]. Here we show that the LacI protein contains pervasive higher-order
interactions between the environment and multiple mutations that together confer
functional innovation.
The interactions appeared characterized by two interlocking switches, one
that is flipped by the environment, and one by a genetic change. The IPTG-switch
turned (nearly) neutral mutations into mutations that confer significant functional
gains, thus opening-up a pathway to strong positive selection. The genetic S97Pswitch flipped this environmental interaction upside-down, with IPTG now turning
advantageous mutations into nearly neutral ones, thus restricting pathways by
reducing the selective pressure in the presence of IPTG. Overall, the higher-order
interactions between genetic structure and the environment awards the external
environment critical influence on internal constraints of the biological system.
The high amount of higher-order genotype-environment interactions in our
data indicates that the beneficial effect of mutations depends not only on the required
genetic background but also on the environment. This suggests that there is a
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deviation from a constant rate of accumulation of adaptive mutations in variable
environments since both genetic and environmental backgrounds may need to
coincide for the mutation to be fixed by positive selection. This dependence can lead
to longer waiting times for beneficial mutations, and thus induces heterotachy, in
which specific evolutionary rates change across the tree [208,209]. Heterotachy,
originating from the ignorance of co-depencies between both genetic as well as
environmental interactions, can result in topological inaccuracies in phylogenetic
trees [210] such as long-branch biases [211] and a lack of phylogenetic resolution
[211,212].
It is striking that although two of the three mutations differ between the three
inverse variants, they all show a similar phenotype. This means that there is
redundancy in the genetic architecture, which can generate the same functional
phenotype. This feature is also known as parallelism, in which descendents from a
common ancestor develop similar traits, yet contain other genetic substitutions.
Parallelism in evolving microbial populations has been observed in other microbial
experiments, albeit in constant environments [174,213,214]. Here we find that also in
variable environments the same phenotype can be obtained via different genetic
trajectories.
It will be of interest to explore whether the higher-order interactions between
environment and genotype observed here in a simple model system are more
generally present in biological systems. The ability to control internal developmental
programs and to alter phenotype in response to the environment is one of the defining
properties of living systems. The intrinsic functional interdependence among
regulatory proteins, and between regulatory systems and the environment, within
these biological functions and the complex regulatory networks that underlie them,
suggests that such higher-order interactions are not confined to model systems or
individual proteins. We thus expect both genetic architecture and environment to be
crucial for shaping the evolutionary potential of the future.
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5.7 Materials & Methods

5.7.1 Strains
Escherichia coli K12 strain MC1061 [215], which carries a deletion of the lac
operon was used in all experiments. This strain was obtained from Avidity LLC,
Denver CO, USA, as electrocompetent strain EVB100 (containing an additional
chromosomal birA). Plasmid pRD007 was constructed based on the pZ vector system
[216] and contains LacI, driven by the PL01-tet promoter. The reporter plasmid
pReplacZ was created by deletion of lacI and ptrc in ptrc99A [181] followed by
insertion of the plac-lacZ fragment of MG1655 [87].
5.7.2 Media
In all experiments EZ defined rich medium (Tecknova, Hollister, CA, USA)
with 0.2% glucose and 1 mM thiamine HCL (Sigma) was used. IPTG was purchased
from Sigma.
5.7.3 Reconstruction of (intermediate) mutants
Non-synonymous base pair mutations were introduced into the coding region
of lacI by site-directed mutagenesis with the QuickChange® II–E Site–Directed
Mutagenesis Kit (Stratagene, USA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol, followed
by DpnI digestion of the native plasmid pRD007 [191](or pRD007 plus mutation(s)
for construction of double or triple mutants) that was used as template. With primers:
A772G_fwd: GCGCGCCATTG
GCCGAGTCCGGGCTG;
A772G_rev: CCGGACTCGGC
CAATGGC GCGCATTG;
C1016A_fwd: CAAACCGCCTCTCAC
CCGCGCGTTGG;
C1016A_rev: CCAACGCG CGGT
TGAGAGGCGGTTTG;
G620T_fwd: CATAAATATCTCACTCT
TCAATCAAATTC;
G620T_rev: GAATTTGATTGA
AGAGTGAGATATTTATG;
G944A_fwd: GGCGGTGAAGGA
ACA ATCAGCTGTTG,
G944A_rev: GCAACAGCTGATTGT
TCCTTCACCGCC;
T289C_fwd: CAGCG TGGTGGTGC
CCGATGGTAGAACGAAG;
T289C_rev:GTTCGTTCTACCATCGG
GCACCACCACGCTG;
T1046C_fwd: GATTCATTAATGCAGCC
CGGCACGACAGGTTTCCC;
T1046C _rev: GGGAAACCTGTCGTGCCG
GGCTGCATTAATGAATC
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5.7.4 Expression measurements
Cultures were grown at 37°C in a Perkin & Elmer Victor3 plate reader, at 200
ml per well in a black clear-bottom 96 well microtiter plate (NUNC 165305). Medium
was EZ Rich Defined medium + glucose (Teknova, Hollister, CA, USA, cat. nr. M2105),
supplemented with 1 mM thiamine HCl and the appropriate antibiotics. Optical
density at 600 nm was recorded every 4 min, and every 29 min 9 sterile water is
added to each well to counteract evaporation. When not measuring, the plate reader
was shaking the plate at double orbit with a diameter of 2 mm. Cells were fixed after
the cultures had reached an optical density of at least 0.015 and at most 0.07, by
adding 20 ml FDG-fixation solution (109 mM fluorescein di-b-D-galactopyranoside
(FDG, Enzo Life sciences, NL), 0.15% formaldehyde, and 0.04% DMSO in MilliQH2O).
Fluorescence development was measured every 8 min (exc. 480 nm, em. 535 nm), as
well as the OD600. Shaking and dispensing conditions as above. When cells are induced
with IPTG, directly before or after fixation, an appropriate amount of inhibitive IPTG
was added. Analysis of the fluorescence trace is as described in chapter 4 and [191].
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Chapter 6
Crossing multipeaked
landscapes in variable
variable
environments
Sub-optimal peaks in adaptive landscapes are recognized for their ability to
constrain the progress of evolution, even as empirical evidence for their existence is
scarce. Here we experimentally reconstruct a multipeaked adaptive landscape and
investigate a counter-intuitive suggestion: can the valleys nonetheless be crossed by
positive selection in a variable environment? We systematically mapped the sequence
space in between a sub-optimal lac repressor-operator variant and the wild type lac
system, which involved 6 intermediates and 720 different mutational trajectories. We
measured the expression of the downstream genes regulated by the constructed lacoperator variants in the absence and presence of inducer IPTG. We find that the
corresponding constant-environment landscapes are multipeaked: without IPTG, all
trajectories from the sub-optimum to the wild-type exhibited decreases in the ability
to repress expression, and with IPTG, all trajectories exhibited decreases in
expression of the downstream genes. We find that the adaptive landscapes in the two
environments are negatively correlated, mutations that increase repression without
IPTG decrease expression with IPTG, and vice versa, which leads to the occurrence of
tradeoffs in all trajectories. Counter-intuitively, these tradeoffs can allow an evolving
population to follow trajectories that alternate between the fixation of a beneficial
mutation in one environment, and the fixation of the next mutation in the second
environment, ultimately arriving at the global optimum. Under the assumption that
mutations co-occur with their suitable environment, there are 273 out of 720
trajectories that can cross this multipeaked fitness landscape by fixing adaptive
mutations one-by-one. This indicates that tradeoffs not only constrain evolution in
variable environments, but can also aid the adaptive progress in variable
environments.
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6.1 Introduction
The evolutionary implications of multiple fitness peaks have been debated
ever since Wright introduced this idea in the 1930’s [33]. Multipeaked fitness
landscapes have been speculated to underlie a diverse array of phenomena, ranging
from speciation [57] to transitions in developmental evolution [217]. Central to the
effects of multiple fitness peaks are the limitations they impose on the adaptive
process. For single-peaked landscapes, optimal phenotypes can evolve rapidly by
fixing one adaptive point mutation after the other. In contrast, such mutational
trajectories can become trapped at sub-optima on multipeaked fitness landscapes.
Mutations conferring fitness losses are then essential for access to the global optimum,
thus preventing evolution by fixing positively selected mutations one-by-one.
How adaptive constraints caused by multiple peaks can be overcome under
specific selective regimes, and which requirements they impose on populations and
evolutionary waiting times, has been the subject of many theoretical investigations.
For example, it has been shown theoretically that fitness valleys may be crossed when
populations expand, as this limits selection and allows maintenance of lower-fitness
phenotypes [218,219]. For large populations and long waiting times, fitness valleys
may be crossed by the joint fixation of multiple mutations [220], or through the
recombination of different mutant alleles [70,221,222]. Other proposed non-adaptive
mechanisms include drift [56,223] by which valleys can be traversed stochastically,
partial penetrance [224] and non-heritable life time plasticity [225,226].
A recent computational study suggests that stasis at fitness plateaus can be
overcome by temporal changes in the environment [227]. The mechanism exploits the
notion that adaptive landscapes may be shaped differently in different environments,
thus allowing the population to alternately climb different peaks in different
environments and hence cross fitness valleys perceived in constant environments. We
surmised that genetic constraints imposed by epistatic interactions, which may
compose valleys in the adaptive landscapes, might similarly be overcome by
environmental variations, as the relation between genotype and phenotype or fitness
may equally be different in different environments. However, for this evolutionary
mode to work, the fitness landscape must display highly specific changes in shape
upon environmental change. It is unclear whether the fitness landscapes of actual
biological systems exhibit the required properties and can support this evolutionary
mode.
This question could be addressed by considering a phenotype that exhibits a
multipeaked adaptive landscape, and to determine its dependence on the
environment. Adaptive landscapes have been mapped experimentally by
systematically constructing neighboring genotypes that differ by one mutation, and
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assaying their phenotype or fitness. These efforts have so far recovered single fitness
peaks [60,61,71], and with exceptions [73] have focused on constant environments.
Empirical observations of multipeaked adaptive landscapes are scarce, although
various studies have found indications for their existence [64,65,66,69,70,228,229].
Here we use the lac regulatory system in Escherichia coli as a model system to
investigate the role of variable environments in overcoming genetic constraints in
constant environments. We have recently argued on theoretical grounds that
regulatory functions may exhibit multipeaked landscapes [68,146], as the underlying
lock-key molecular interactions give rise to reciprocal sign epistasis that is essential
for the presence of multiple peaks. We systematically mapped the sequence space by
constructing variants of LacI and the operator that are responsible for specific binding.
These variants comprise substitutions in two amino acids in LacI and four base pairs
in the operator. The ability of the LacI-operator variants to repress expression of the
downstream gene products was assayed in the absence of the gratuitous inducer IPTG,
while the ability to relieve repression was assayed in the presence of IPTG. A graphical
method was developed to analyze the higher-order interactions between genotypes
and the environment, and to assess the constraints in heterogeneous environments.
We find the landscape describing LacI-controlled expression to be highly
rugged in the constant environments: all mutational trajectories starting from one
sub-optimal variant, which is separated by six mutations from the optimal genotype,
displayed transient decreases in the ability to repress before increasing to the
optimum. Similarly, the trajectories in the environment with inducer all showed
transient decreases in expression. The system displayed strong cross-environmental
tradeoffs. Paths with limited decreases in repression without inducer showed strong
decreases in expression with inducer, while vice versa, paths with limited expression
decreases showed strong repression decreases. Counter-intuitively, the paths
exhibiting the most mutations with tradeoffs were found to allow valley crossing.
Along these particular paths, each mutation yielded functional improvements in at
least one environment, even as functional deterioration was sustained in other
environments. These results show that tradeoffs not only impose evolutionary
constraint, but can also serve to accelerate evolution.
6.2 Genotype space for locklock-key molecular recognition
In our system in E. coli the enzyme β-galactosidase, LacZ, and the lac
permease, LacY, are co-regulated by LacI (Fig. 6.1a). In the presence of the inducer
IPTG the downstream genes are expressed and in the absence of IPTG, the two dimers
of the LacI tetramer suppress operon expression by binding to the two operators O1
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Figure 6. 1 Schematic representation of the studied E. coli lac system.
a) Schematic depiction of the lac operon regulated by the lac repressor, LacI. The expression
levels of β-galactosidase, LacZ and the lac permease, LacY, are co-regulated by the binding and
unbinding of LacI to operator O1 and O2. b) Schematic depiction of the dimeric lac repressor
binding to the palindromic operator. Indicated are the amino acids YQ (number 17 and 18) in
the recognition helix in LacI and the base pairs tg-gt (45-5’4’) in the two palindromic operator
halves in O1, that are responsible for the specificity of binding of LacI to the operator.

and O2 [230,231]. O1 is located in the lac promoter region and the more weakly
interacting O2 in the LacZ coding sequence (Fig. 6.1a). The operator O3 and the gene
lacA in the natural lac system were found to be non-essential for the functioning of the
lac operon [79,232] and have been omitted for simplicity.
A number of mutant lac repressors have previously been isolated that bind
mutant operators specifically; the mutant repressor did bind the mutant operator but
not the original operator. LacI binding specificity was found to be uniquely
determined by two amino acid residues in the repressor (position 17 and 18) and four
bases in the operator (5t and 4g, and 4g’and 5’t in the two palindromic halves of O1
(Fig. 6.1b). Other repressor residues and bases in the regulatory region also affect
binding and hence expression, but were not observed to play a role in specific binding
[81,83,84,145,233,234,235]. Specific binding is a characteristic of lock-key
interactions, and we therefore surmised that such specificity-determining loci could
display reciprocal sign epistasis and multipeaked adaptive landscapes [68].
We constructed several repressor and operator mutants with substitutions in
the specificity-determining amino acids and base pairs (materials and methods), and
assayed them on binding specificity by measuring expression of the downstream
operon with a fluorogenic reporter that designates the beta-galactosidase
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Figure 6. 2 The repression landscape of
of the lac system.
system.
a) Repression versus the Hamming distance. Repression is defined as 1/expression, normalized
to the YQ:tg-gt level. The Hamming distance denotes the number of substitutions relative to the
lac repressor-operator pair MK:ac-ca. MK and YQ denote the amino acids in LacI and ac-ca and
tg-gt the base pairs in the operator DNA. The trajectories from MK:ac-ca to YQ:tg-gt (grey lines)
connect all intermediate lac repressor-operator variants (black points). The red trace connects
the trajectory with the smallest decrease in repression. The green trace connects a trajectory in
which first the operator is mutated and then the repressor. The blue trace connects a trajectory
in which first the repressor is mutated and then the operator. Error bars are standard
deviations, n=3. b) Histogram of the valley depth of all trajectories from MK:ac-ca to YQ:tg-gt.
The valley depth is defined as the largest decrease in repression level along one mutational
trajectory. c) Histogram of the valley width of all trajectories from MK:ac-ca to YQ:tg-gt. The
valley width is defined as the number of mutations required to gain a repression level that is
higher than the highest value before the largest decrease. d, e and f) Mutational trajectories of
the green, blue and red traces in the repressor-operator repression landscape. Mutations in
either repressor or operator are represented by red letters.

concentration in the cell (materials and methods). This procedure yielded a LacI
variant carrying two mutations (Y17M and Q18K) that bound specifically and tightly
to a lac operator variant carrying four mutations (t5a, g4c, g4’c and t5’a). The latter
mutations are symmetric around the operator center such that the mutant and
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original operators are palindromic. We denote these two LacI variants as YQ:tg-gt and
MK:ac-ca, with e.g. YQ representing both repressor monomers that bind to the
palindromic operator tg-gt.
The first question is whether the landscape describing the relation between
LacI and the operator sequence and their ability to suppress expression has distinct
peaks. More specifically, we aim to determine whether the isolated repressoroperator combination MK:ac-ca is separated from YQ:tg-gt by a valley.
The sequence space of the direct trajectories between these two variants,
which differ by six mutations, comprises 26 = 64 mutations. Because the repressors
are homo-tetramers and thus symmetric, all non-palindromic operators are
associated with an equivalent non-palindromic operator that is its mirror image.
With 12 of the in total 24 = 16 operators being non-palindromic, the total
number of unique repressor-operator pairs in this sequence space is 40 (16(12/2)=10 operators times 4 repressors). We constructed these 40 variants
harboring two mutations in the repressor and four in the operator, and first assayed
their corresponding lac operon expression level in the absence of IPTG.
6.3 Multiple peaks in the lac repressorrepressor-operator recognition landscape
landscape
To visualize the relation between the genotype and the ability to repress,
denoted repression, we plot one over the measured expression level without IPTG as a
function of the Hamming distance from MK:ac-ca (Fig. 6.2a). The Hamming distance
denotes the number of substitutions relative to MK:ac-ca. The repression is seen to
vary over nearly three orders of magnitude, with YQ:tg-gt exhibiting the highest value
and MK:ac-ca being about 15-fold lower. The plot shows that no path exists along
which repression improves monotically from MK:ac-ca to the optimum at YQ:tg-gt.
Thus, for the repression level to improve from MK:ac-ca, it must first deteriorate
before it reaches the optimal YQ:tg-gt.
To quantify the landscape ruggedness, we characterize the valley depth and width
along all paths from MK:ac-ca to YQ:tg-gt. The valley depth is characterized as the
largest total decrease in repression along one mutational trajectory. The
corresponding histogram (Fig. 6.2b) shows that a large majority (95%) of all of the
6!=720 trajectories exhibits a decrease of more than 10-fold. A small fraction (~0.5%)
displays the smallest observed decrease of a little more than two-fold. The valley
width is taken as the number of mutations required to increase the repression to
beyond that of the start of the largest decrease. We find that the smallest width is 2
mutations, which is observed for about 5% of the trajectories. A large majority of the
trajectories (over 80%) has a valley width of 4 or more mutations.
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Figure 6. 3 Histogram of the valley depth
depth for the expression landscape.
Histogram of the valley depth of all trajectories from MK:ac-ca to YQ:tg-gt. The valley depth is
defined as the largest decrease in expression level along one mutational trajectory.

Overall, the data indicates that the two variants MK:ac-ca and YQ:tg-gt are separated
by a valley, suggesting that the latter cannot be reached by fixing mutations one-byone through positive selection.
6.4 Genetic interactions underlying landscape ruggedness
The sequence of mutations along the trajectories can offer insight into the
causes of the observed landscape ruggedness. For example, in the trajectory depicted
in Fig. 6.2d, the four operator mutations occur first, which yields a decreasing
repression level. Repression remains below that of the trajectory start at MK:ac-ca
until the repressor is mutated to YQ (Fig. 6.2d and 6.2a, green trace). As a result, the
valley along this path is both deep and wide. The same holds when the repressor is
mutated first followed by mutations in the operator sequence (Fig. 6. 2e and 6.2a, blue
trace): repression is first abolished before it rises above the repression conferred by
the starting sequence MK:ac-ca. The data shows that the repressor-operator
interactions exhibit reciprocal sign epistasis: changing only the operator or only the
repressor deteriorates repression, while changing both improves repression. Thus,
these data are in line with the idea that the biological function of specific lock-key
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interactions, as found in the lac repressor and operator, give rise to multiple peaks
[146].
While the majority of trajectories are consistent with the above scenario,
some rare cases are not. For instance, the mutational pathway depicted in Fig. 6.2f
shows that operator tc-ca is recognized by both MK and YQ, as evidenced by the same
repression of these two combinations (0.138 ± 0.043 and 0.133 ± 0.008 respectively).
This operator can be seen as a ‘master key’ that fits multiple locks. It has previously
been argued that such master keys provide a mechanism to overcome the constraints
associated with lock-key interactions [68] and allow the evolution of specific
interactions by positive selection. However, the data shows that significant valleys
remain regardless (Fig 6.2a, red trace, at a Hamming distance of 4). It appears that in a
YQ:tc-ca background, two operator mutations (tc-ca to tg-ca, and tc-ca to tc-ga)
individually decrease repression, but jointly increase repression (when forming tg-ga).
Thus, reciprocal sign epistasis occurs here between parts that do not exhibit specific
lock-key recognition.
6.5 Tradeoffs between expression and repression
The capability of the lac system to repress expression of the lac operon is
advantageous in the absence of lactose, as it limits the costs of idly synthesizing the lac
operon proteins [75,76,236]. Conversely, in the presence of lactose, the lac regulatory
system allows the microbe to benefit from lactose metabolism by the lac enzymes.
To investigate how the mutations affect the latter objective we assayed LacZ
expression in the presence of IPTG. We find this induced expression level to vary
significantly repression without IPTG (about 2.5 orders). This large variation is
notable, as one may expect mutations in the repressor-operator binding regions to
affect predominantly the repressing state, and only marginally influence the
expressing state. This expression landscape is also rugged: all paths to the optimum at
YQ:tg-gt exhibit at least three-fold expression decreases (Fig. 6.3). Thus, YQ:tg-gt
cannot be reached by fixing mutations one-by-one through positive selection in this
environment. These data raise the question whether the changes in repression and
expression are predominantly independent or correlated.
To analyze the relation between repression and expression in the lac system,
we introduce a graphical method (Fig. 6.4a). In this method, mutations are
represented as vectors in a two-dimensional coordinate system, where the axes
indicate the repression in the environment without IPTG, and expression in the
presence of IPTG. Trajectories from MK:ac-ca to the optimum at YQ:tg-gt display only
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Figure 6.4 Caption on next page

Figure
Figure 6.4 Mutational trajectories in two environments. Caption on next page.
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Figure 6. 4 Mutational trajectories in two environments. a) Schematic visualization of the
possible effects of mutations on phenotype in two environments. Mutations are represented
as vectors with their start in the origin of the coordinate system. Mutations that improve the
phenotype, repression or expression, in both environments, without IPTG or with IPTG, are
located in quadrant I. Mutations that improve the phenotype in one environment and
deteriorate the phenotype in the other environment, are located in quadrant II or IV.
Mutations that are detrimental in both environments are located in quadrant III. Mutations
that improve the phenotype, repression or expression, in one environment and
simultaneously deteriorate the phenotype in the other environment, generate tradeoffs.
These mutations are located in quadrant II or IV. Trajectories whose vectors lie exclusively in
either I, II or IV allow an adaptive walk from MK:ac-ca to YQ:tg-gt, provided suitably varying
environments. b, c, d) Single mutational trajectory from MK:ac-ca (white circle) to YQ:tg-gt
(black circle) harbouring six mutations, represented as: repression without IPTG versus
expression with IPTG (upper left); Hamming distance, relative to MK:ac-ca, versus
expression with IPTG (upper right); and repression without IPTG versus Hamming distance,
relative to MK:ac-ca.
The grey surfaces outline all possible trajectories, either for both environments (upper left),
for only expression with IPTG (upper right), or only for repression without IPTG (below).
Error bars are standard deviations, n=3. b) The trajectory with the smallest decrease in
repression. This particular trajectory, which corresponds to Fig. 6.2f is not selectively
accessible due to a mutational step that deteriorates both repression and expression. c) A
trajectory with the largest decrease in repression. In this trajectory, which corresponds to
Fig. 6.2d, large decreases in repression are correlated with the maintenance of high
expression levels. This trajectory is not selectively accessible in variable environments, since
it contains neutral steps. d) A trajectory with a large decrease in repression. In this
trajectory, which corresponds to Fig. 6.2e, a relatively large decrease in repression is
balanced with relatively small decreases in expression. This trajectory is not selectively
accessible in variable environments due to the presence of neutral mutations in the
trajectory.
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Figure 6. 5 Valley
Valley depth and valley width in both environments. a) Valley depth repression
without IPTG versus valley depth expression with IPTG. Grey points represent individual
trajectories. Data points are offset by a random number between 0 and 0,1 for clarity. Black
points are the subset of trajectories that are accessible by positive selection in variable
environments. Trajectories that show a small valley depth in both repression and expression
are absent. The selectively accessible trajectories are mainly located in the upper right corner.
b) Valley width repression without IPTG versus valley width expression with IPTG. Individual
trajectories are marked with a square, with the intensity as a measure of the occurrence.
Trajectories that have a small valley width in both environments are absent.

few mutational steps that yield improvements in both repression and expression
ability, and thus lie in quadrant I (around 10%). For the majority of mutational steps,
improvement of one capability comes at the expense of deterioration of the other
(over 75%). Mutations displaying such cross-environment tradeoffs have vectors that
point either in quadrant II or IV.
Next, we considered mutational trajectories from MK:ac-ca to YQ:tg-gt. The
paths with deep and wide valleys in repression without IPTG, displayed increases in
expression with IPTG that decreased in the vicinity of YQ:tg-gt (Fig. 6.4c and d).
Conversely, the trajectories displaying limited decreases in repression showed a
strongly decreased expression with IPTG (Fig. 6.4 b). This negative correlation was
generic: no paths were found with small valley depths in both repression and
expression (Fig. 6.5a). These data indicate large tradeoffs between repression and
expression ability.
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Figure 6. 6 Tradeoff trajectory
trajectory allows
allows a walk on multipeaked landscape.
landscape.
a) Mutational trajectory from MK:ac-ca (white circle) to YQ:tg-gt (black circle). Repression
without IPTG versus expression with IPTG (upper left); Hamming distance, relative to MK:ac-ca,
versus expression with IPTG (upper right); and repression without IPTG versus Hamming
distance, relative to MK:ac-ca. The surfaces outline all possible trajectories in grey, either for
both environments (upper left), for only expression with IPTG (upper right), or only for
repression without IPTG (below). Error bars are standard deviations, n=3. This trajectory
contains tradeoffs, in which all mutations are positively selected in at least one environment. b)
The mutational representation of the trajectory with the mutational changes in white.

6.6 Valley-crossing
Valley crossing in heterogeneous environments
Specific changes in the adaptive landscape upon environmental changes can
offer routes to cross valleys that are not present in constant environments [227]. The
minimal condition for such a scenario is that all mutations must yield functional
improvements in at least one environment. This is not the case in the trajectories
displayed in Fig. 6.4, as they contain mutations that are either detrimental or neutral
in both environments. Indeed, the majority of all trajectories (62%) contain such
mutations. However, a significant fraction of the paths (38%) contains exclusively
mutations that yield improvements, either in repression in the absence of inducer or
expression, in the presence of inducer.
An example of such a trajectory is depicted in Fig. 6.6. Strikingly, this pathway
traverses the most rugged regions of the separate repression and expression
landscapes, as evidenced by the large and frequent excursions in repression and
expression. However, each decrease in repression in the environment without IPTG
coincides with a matching increase in expression in the environment with IPTG, while
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conversely, decreases in expression coincide with repression increases.
Correspondingly, the trajectory is seen to make large detours in repressionexpression space (Fig. 6.6 a), with the functional losses incurred by one mutation in
one environment being compensated by different mutations in the other environment.
We find that all these accessible paths localize in the upper-right corner of Fig. 6.5a
and b, which is consistent with large variations in repression and expression along the
trajectories. Overall, the data indicates that cross-environment tradeoffs are central to
crossing the valley by positive selection.
6.7 Discussion
By systematically reconstructing evolutionary intermediates between a suboptimal lac repressor-operator variant and the wild-type lac repressor and operator,
we have shown that the landscapes describing repression in the absence of IPTG and
expression in the presence of IPTG exhibit multiple peaks that are separated by
valleys. Reciprocal sign epistasis is found to be associated with the ruggedness in the
landscape in fixed environments. Negative, higher-order interactions between
multiple genotypes and the environment are responsible for tradeoffs in the adaptive
trajectories between environments.
Interestingly, cross-environmental tradeoffs, are typically discussed for their
ability
to
constrain
evolution
in
variable
environments
[158,206,237,238,239,240,241,242,243,244,245]. Here, they are found to play an
important role in the crossing of valleys on a rugged landscape, such that stasis on
sub-optimal peaks can be overcome. In the trajectories that could potentially cross the
multipeaked landscapes, each mutation yielded functional improvements in at least
one environment, and adaptive mutations can be fixed one-by-one in a suitably
fluctuating environment. This can be visualized by a trajectory zig-zagging over the
multipeaked landscapes in the separate environments (Fig. 6.7).
The probability of fixation of mutations in the proposed zig-zag trajectories in
temporal fluctuating environments is dependent on the fluctuation frequency and
dwelling time in the environment, as well as the selective pressure acting on
mutations. It is beyond the scope of this current chapter to define the exact regimes in
which this valley crossing is allowed, but this will be of interest to explore. Overall, we
have assumed a simple scenario, under which the strong selection-weak mutation
assumption holds [63], and the fluctuation frequency and the corresponding dwelling
time in each environment is sufficiently long to provide for the (near) fixation of
mutations.
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Figure 6. 7 Schematic of valley crossing mechanism in variable environments.
environments The mutational
trajectory can cross valleys in both environments by adaptively fixing single mutations one-byone by alternating between the environments, e.g. alternately fixing one beneficial mutation in
one environment (e.g. env2), followed by the fixation of the next mutation in the other
environment (e.g. env1), and so forth, until the global optimum is reached.

The strong dependence of the adaptive accessibility of these trajectories on
the environments seems constraining, maybe even unlikely at first sight, since
mutations need to coincide with the favorable environment to allow (near) fixation in
the population. However, since there are many trajectories, 273 of 720, that contain
mutations that increase function with each mutational step in at least one
environment, and since all these trajectories show per mutational step different
increases in performance in different environments the crossing of valleys may occur
in a relatively large range of alternating environments.
Concluding, we find that the interplay between multipeaked fitness
landscapes in constant environments and tradeoffs in variable environments can
promote adaptive evolution by the step-by-step fixation of positively selected
mutations. This result suggests an even larger role to both ecology and life-history for
the outcome of evolutionary processes as commonly assumed.
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6.8 Materials and Methods
6.8.1 Strains
We used strain Escherichia coli strain BW2373 F-, Δ(argF-lac)169,
ΔuidA3::pir+, recA1, rpoS396(Am), endA9(del-ins)::FRT, rph-1, hsdR514, rob-1,
creC510 [246] (Yale Coli Genetic Stock Collection #7837) for all experiments.
6.8.2 Plasmids
We used a single copy plasmid that can be induced to a multi-copy state for
cloning purposes (pETcoco-2, Novagen), to mimic natural expression levels. We
deleted lacI from the pETcoco-2 by SacI-NheI, and replaced it with the T0 and Trev
terminator from pinv-110 [247] SacI-SpeI in SacI-NheI, by which the NheI site
disappears.
placI is derived from an altered placI-q sequence from pTrc99A [181], in
which the high promoter level was down-tuned to the wild type level by site directed
mutagenesis to the wild type placI promoter. It is combined with lacI from pRD007
(without the O3-sequence) [191] and a spacer sequence derived from Drosophila
Kinesin (pCascade5) by overlap pcr and inserted in pETcoco-2 by a ClaI-HindIII
restriction and insertion.
The plac and lacZ and lacY wild type sequences are derived from E. coli strain
Mg1655 (Yale Coli Genetic Stock Collection #6300). plac was amplified until the 9th
codon in the sequence in lacZ, the amino acid was degenerated to produce the BmtI
restriction site at base pair level, and was inserted HindIII-BmtI/NheI in the vector
backbone. The rest of the lacZ sequence and lacY were amplified and inserted in this
restriction site together with AvrII in the end of lacY and the polylinker sequence of
Petcoco-2 to make pMdV53.
6.8.3 Mutants
Mutants of the lacI and plac wt sequence were constructed by overlap
extension pcr, in which lacI mutants and plac mutants were constructed separately.
Combinations of lacI-plac mutants were constructed by overlap pcr, and inserted in
pMdv53 by KasI-NheI restriction and ligation.
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6.8.4 Media
All growth and expression measurements were performed in Defined Rich
medium (Teknova, Hollister, CA, USA), with 0.2% glucose as carbon source, and
supplemented with 1mM thiamine HCl and uracil.
6.8.5 Measurement of expression level
Cultures were grown at 37°C in a Perkin & Elmer Victor3 plate reader, at 200
ml per well in a black clear-bottom 96 well microtiter plate (NUNC 165305). Medium
was EZ Rich Defined medium + glucose (Teknova, Hollister, CA, USA, cat. nr. M2105),
supplemented with 1 mM thiamine HCl, uracil and the appropriate antibiotics. Optical
density at 600 nm was recorded every 4 min, and every 29 min 9 sterile water is
added to each well to counteract evaporation. When not measuring, the plate reader
was shaking the plate at double orbit with a diameter of 2 mm. Cells were fixed after
the cultures had reached an optical density of at least 0.015 and at most 0.07, by
adding 20 ml FDG-fixation solution (109 mM fluorescein di-b-D-galactopyranoside
(FDG, Enzo Life sciences, NL), 0.15% formaldehyde, and 0.04% DMSO in MilliQH2O).
Fluorescence development was measured every 8 min (exc. 480 nm, em. 535 nm), as
well as the OD600. Shaking and dispensing conditions as above. When cells are induced
with IPTG, directly before or after fixation, an appropriate amount of inhibitive IPTG
was added. Analysis of the fluorescence trace is as described in chapter 4 and [191].
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Summary
Empirical adaptive landscapes in variable environments
Adaptive landscapes are used as a metaphor to describe the effect of genetic
interactions on phenotype or fitness. Walks on the landscape can describe the
progress of evolution. Genetic interactions determine the shape of the landscape, and
multipeaked landscapes are known for their ability to constrain adaptation to an
optimal solution. So far, empirical adaptive landscapes remain scarce. Previous
studies that mapped adaptive landscapes have mainly revealed single peaked
landscapes, and were performed in a constant environment.
In this thesis chapter 2 and 3 deal with genetic interactions in a constant
environment, whereas in chapter 4, 5 and 6 the effect of variable environments on
these interactions are discussed. In addition, some effects of variable environments on
adaptive evolution are reviewed.
Chapter 2 gives an overview of the current literature on the genetic
background dependent effect of mutations, epistasis, and the role of epistasis in
adaptive evolution. We have made a distinction between intra and inter-genic
epistasis and we have discussed its role in evolution in terms of the shape of fitness
landscapes, the origins of robustness and modularity.
Chapter 3 describes the genotype-phenotype landscape describing the lac
repressor-operator system in Escherichia coli. Two amino acids in the lac repressor
protein and four base pairs in the operator DNA determine the phenotype, the
repression value. We found that this landscape is multipeaked, containing in total
nineteen distinct optima, direct evolutionary trajectories were found to contain
significant decreases in the repression values. Consistent with earlier predictions we
found the occurrence of reciprocal sign epistatic interactions at repression minima
between the peaks.
In chapter 4 we show that a gene regulatory system in E. coli evolved to the
predicted optimal regulatory response. We have challenged a synthetic system,
regulated by the lac repressor with two alternating environments, whose expressiongrowth relations lead to tradeoffs in both environments. Analysis of the measured
tradeoffs allowed the optimal response to be predicted, and evolution experiments
showed the adaptation to the predicted response. We show that the trajectory
towards the optimum was constrained in sequence space, which delayed adaptation.
However, when this constraint was overcome by mutation, adaptation proceeded
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towards the optimal lac repressor, which had an inverse allosteric response to the
ligand IPTG.
Chapter 5 shows that evolutionary constraints, which have so far mainly been
studied in a constant environment, are environment-dependent. We have used lac
repressor mutants from chapter 4 as a case study, and have systematically
reconstructed all intermediates between the wild type and the evolved mutants. We
find that one key mutation controls how the other mutations interact with inducer
IPTG. In the absence of this key mutation, the other mutations alter the expression
level predominantly in the presence of inducer, while in the presence of this mutation
the other mutations alter the expression predominantly in the absence of inducer.
These observed higher-order interactions between genotypes and the environment,
should have implications for evolution in variable environments, for instance they will
have an effect on the evolutionary dynamics, which may go unnoticed in phylogenetic
studies.
In chapter 6 the genotype-phenotype landscape spanning the sequence space
between a suboptimal mutant and the optimal wild type lac repressor in E. coli is
resurrected. Two amino acids in the lac repressor and four base pairs in the operatorDNA determine the specificity of binding of the lac repressor to the operator DNA,
which determines the repression, in the absence of inducer IPTG. In the presence of
inducer, the lac repressor is released from the DNA and expression can be measured.
We find that both constant environment repression and expression landscapes are
multipeaked. Further, we find that the landscapes are negatively correlated, such that
mutations that decrease the repression in the absence of IPTG increase the expression
in the presence of IPTG, and vice versa. This correlation leads to the presence of
tradeoffs in many of the in total 720 trajectories from the suboptimal mutant to the
wild type. Counter-intuitively, these tradeoffs facilitate adaptation by allowing an
evolving population to follow trajectories that alternate between the fixation of a
beneficial mutation in one environment, and the fixation of the next mutation in the
second environment, ultimately arriving at the optimum. This indicates that tradeoffs
not only constrain evolution in variable environments, but that they can also aid the
adaptive progress in variable environments.
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Samenvatting
Empirische adaptieve landschappen in variabele omgevingen
Adaptieve landschappen worden in evolutionaire studies gebruikt als een
metafoor om het effect van genetische interacties op het fenotype of op fitness te
beschrijven. Genetische interacties bepalen de vorm van het landschap; landschappen
met meerdere pieken kunnen de evolutie naar de optimale oplossing beperken.
Mutationele paden, die de verschillende genotypes met elkaar verbinden, kunnen het
verloop van de evolutie weergeven. Tot nu toe zijn nog weinig experimentele
adaptieve landschappen bestudeerd. De onderzoeken die wel systematisch de
nabijliggende genotypes in kaart hebben gebracht, hebben vooral landschappen
gevonden met een enkele piek, en deze studies werden vooral uitgevoerd in een
constante omgeving.
Dit proefschrift beschrijft in hoofdstukken 2 en 3 de genetische interacties in
constante omgevingen, terwijl in hoofdstukken 4, 5 en 6 ook variabele omgevingen
aan bod komen.
Hoofdstuk 2 geeft een overzicht van de bestaande literatuur over het
genetisch-achtergrond-afhankelijk-effect van mutaties, epistasie, en de rol van
epistasie in adaptieve evolutie. We hebben onderscheid gemaakt tussen intra- en
inter-gen-epistasie, en we beschrijven hun rol in de evolutie, met de nadruk op het
effect van epistasie op de vorm van fitness landschappen, de herkomst van
robuustheid en modulariteit.
Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft het genotype-fenotype landschap van het lac
repressor-operator systeem in Escherichia coli. Twee aminozuren in het lac
repressor-eiwit en vier baseparen in het operator-DNA bepalen het fenotype, de
repressiewaarde. We vinden dat dit landschap negentien verschillende pieken heeft,
dus de directe evolutionaire paden bevatten aanzienlijke verlagingen van
repressiewaarden. In overeenstemming met met eerdere theoretische voorspellingen,
vonden we reciproke epistasie in het minimum van de meest gunstige paden.
In hoofdstuk 4 laten we zien dat een genregulatie systeem in E. coli evolueert
naar de voorspelde optimale regulatie respons. We hebben het synthetische systeem,
gereguleerd door de lac repressor, blootgesteld aan twee verschillende omgevingen
die een trade-off veroorzaken in de relatie tussen expressie van het systeem, het
fenotype, en groei, fitness. Analyse van de gemeten trade-offs gaf ons de mogelijkheid
om de optimale respons te voorspellen, en evolutie in de twee verschillende
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omgevingen leidde, zoals voorspeld, naar de optimale respons. We vonden dat het
evolutionaire pad naar de optimale response was belemmerd, waardoor adaptatie
was vertraagd. Door mutaties kon deze belemmering weer worden opgeheven,
waarna de adaptatie weer kon worden voortgezet naar de optimale lac repressor.
Deze lac repressor had een omgekeerde allosterische respons op de ligand IPTG.
Hoofdstuk 5 laat zien dat evolutionaire belemmeringen, die tot nu toe vooral
bestudeerd zijn in een constante omgeving, afhankelijk zijn van de omgeving.
Hiervoor hebben we hebben van lac repressor mutanten uit hoofdstuk 4 systematisch
de tussenliggende mutanten gereconstrueerd tussen de wilde type en de omgekeerde
lac repressor. We vonden dat één mutatie bepaalde hoe de andere mutaties
interacteerden met de inducerende ligand IPTG. De overige mutaties veranderen het
expressie niveau vooral in de afwezigheid van deze specifieke mutatie en in de
áánwezigheid van IPTG, terwijl in de aanwezigheid van deze specifieke mutatie, de
overige mutaties vooral de expressie veranderden in de áfwezigheid van IPTG. In het
algemeen zullen deze hogere-orde interacties tussen het genotype en de omgeving
implicaties hebben op het verloop van de evolutie in variabele omgevingen,
bijvoorbeeld op de evolutionaire dynamiek, dit zou onopgemerkt kunnen blijven in
fylogenetische studies.
In hoofdstuk 6 is het genotype-fenotype landschap tussen een suboptimale
variant en de optimale wilde type lac repressor in E. coli experimenteel
gereconstrueerd. Twee aminozuren in de lac repressor en vier base paren in het
operator-DNA bepalen de repressie, de mate van binding aan het DNA in de
afwezigheid van IPTG. In de aanwezigheid van IPTG laat de lac repressor los van het
DNA waardoor de expressie gemeten kan worden. We vinden dat de repressie en
expressie landschappen beide meerdere pieken hebben. Doordat de landschappen
negatief gecorreleerd zijn, zodat mutaties die de repressie verminderen, de expressie
verbeteren en vice versa, hebben veel van de 720 paden in deze landschappen tradeoffs. Counter-intuïtief kunnen deze paden met trade-offs de evolutie juist versnellen;
door het fixeren van de mutaties in de ene omgeving, afgewisseld door het fixeren van
mutaties in de andere omgeving, kunnen evolutionaire paden als het ware meanderen
over de twee adaptieve landschappen, waardoor ze steeds voordelige mutaties
kunnen fixeren in de ene omgeving, dan wel in de andere omgeving. Dit laat zien dat
trade-offs, die bekend staan om het belemmeren van evolutie in verschillende
omgevingen, adaptieve evolutie juist kunnen helpen het optimum te bereiken.
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